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IS BRYAN

ADJOURNMENT

WORK Or COMMITTEES NOT COM.
PLETED IN TIME FOR AFTERNOON SESSION.

NEBRASKAN DECLINES TO SERVE
ON

MUCH

GOING

OR-

PRETTY

TO NEgRASKAN'S
LIKING.

Baltimore, June 26. A flood of orac
tory burled the delegates to the
national conventwii under llet-oriia- l
waves today. The couventlon
mirVed time throuri tho entire
hBOftiisn thp committee on crc-t; t ale had not prepared its report.
dozen speakers delivered typiKa!f
cal campaign speeches.
The convention agreed to meet at
to take up the
8 o'clock tonight
problem of permanent organization,
receive the reports of the credentials
committee and possibly Degin the
nominating speeches of presidential
candidates.
It had been decided at the request
of Mr. Bryan to defer the drawing of
a platform until after the nominations. Senator Ollie James' of Kentucky had been agreed upon for permanent chairman of the convention
'
and It was expected that at tonight's
session there would he no friction In
the permanent organization.
At 11:45 the convention hall was
filling rapidly, the band playing and
the galleries aflutter with animation.
Judge Parker mounted the platform at
12:05 p. m. amid scattering handficmo-cra'.t-

see-Ri.- m

t

Delegates showed uneasiness over
continued delays. All the delega-tion- s
were in place and the galleries
comfortably filled but not crowded.
At 12:21 p. m. the convention was called to order. Bishop Murray of Maryland pronounced the Invocation.
Governor Blanchard of Louisiana
reported from the committee on credentials that Its report would not be
moready until 8 p. m. Blanchard'a
tion prevailed that when the convention adjourned, after hearing several
speakers, it should' be until 8 p. m.
Folk of Missouri was
introduced for a speech and stirred
the crowd with his rousing periods.
"The nominee of this convention
will be the next president of the United States," said Folk. He eulogized
Bryan at length. The delegates grew
restless in the course of Folk's speech
and Chairman Parker wasvforeed to
admonish them to be quiet. Folk's
speech was very fcrief.
Senator Rayner of Maryland was
cheered as he began a stirring speech.
Rayner predicted democratic success.
He discussed the division in the republican party and declared that the
motto of the Taft faction would be
"We will react and retrograde." The
motto of the Roosevelt party, he quoted as "Thou shalt not steal."
will
Our motto in this campaign
be "We shall progress," shouted Senator Rayner and the crowd cheered.
Representative Clayton of Alabama
added to the flow of oratory. Clayton's statement, "I do not know upon
the nomination will' fall,"
wbom
Unbrought out clamorous shouts for
derwood, Wilson and Clark with fainter echoes for the other candidates.
The demonstration for the several
candidates gradually swelled, delegations rising en masse, waving hats,

PARTY
ENTER

FIELD
NEW ORGANIZATION TO BE HEADED BY BRYAN AND LA
FOL-LETT- E

IS LATEST RUMOR

counter charges before the credentials
HOLD A CONFERENCE
committee early this afternoon, over TREATS THEM AS NEUTRALS THEY
DELAYED
the police control exercised at the
.. Cook county democratic convention.
AS MEXICAN REBELS. ARE LEAV WISCONSIN SENATOR CALLED ON
bad
he
detailed
Harrison
said
Mayor
BRYAN IN BALTIMORE LAST
NG TlE CITY POLICE SER285 policemen and 25 plain clothes
NIGHT
men tc preserve order; while Mr. Sul
VICE IS NEEDED.
livan charged him with having plan
CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE ASKS ned to control the convention.
THE VOTE
DIVIDE
FOUGHT WOULD
BLOODLESS
BATTLE
THAT ADJOURNMENT BE TAK-TTONIGHT

DECLARES
HE BELIEVES REACTIONARIES ARE TRYING TO

HEARST-HARRISO-

,

FORMER CANDIDATE SAYS NOMINEE SHOULD BE ALLOWED
TO HAVE A SAY-S-

'

TO VETO THE GILL
Baltimore, June 26 The twenty
liojter C. Sul'ivan delegates from !;
ten congressional districts in Cook
THE MEASURE ABOLISHING THE
county, Illinois, were seated this
COMMERCE COURT DISLIKED
the credentials committee
BY RAILROADS
A
ten.
to
vote
of
a
by
minority
forty
report will be presented to the conWashington, June 26. R. S. Davis
vention.
of Kansas City and a committee repre
The committee at 11:30 o'clock
to ask the convention to ad senting short line railroads of the
journ until 8 o'clock tonight owing southwest today urged President Taft
to the Inability of the committee to to veto the legislative, executive and
complete wort on the contest, cass. judicial appropriation bill whih carArguments Inline Illinois cases haa ries an amendment to abolish the
commerce court.
not been concluded at that time.
The railroad men told the president
The Illinois contest cases. were the
first taken up when the credentials they would have practically no method
committee met today behind locked of appealing from the interstate comand guarded doors. Each side was merce commission if the court were
given 45 minutes for the presentation abolished and no new machinery for
of arguments.
appeals set up. The president indipost haste to Bryan's rooms to urge for permanent chairman were withThe contestants in the case were cated he would support the court and
him to assume "a duty to his party." drawn in speeches, the keynote of the Harrison-Hears- t
delegates, who veto the bill.
They arrived too late as Mr. Bryan which was harmony, and Mr. James claimed to havje1 secured an actual mahad started to the convention hall.
was named. Theodore Bell of Califor- jority of votes over the Sullivan dele
CLARK AND OSCAR SILENT.
26. Speaker
Mr. Bryan refused the chairman- nia proposed as chairman, appeared gates, who had been seated by the
Washington, June
and
Clark and Representative Oscar W.
ship in a speech in which he said he personally before the committee but national committee.
Underwood spent the day in their ofThe claims of the Harrison-Heare- t
was "not in sympathy with the forces declared that he desired no office,
"common
as
floor
on
the
would
go
to
who appeared
be directing the
delegates to the seats given the Sulli- fices in the capltol receiving news
van delegates In Illinois were present from Baltimore.
Both candidates detrend of political events in the party, soldier" to fight for harmony.
Senator Culberson of Texas was of- ed to the credentials committee by clined to talk of developments In the
and he was not sure he could support
His
While the speaker and
Congressman Rainey of that state. convention.
the platform to be presented by the fered the position and declined it
the The
feared
he
and
not
is
health
good
are strong personal
point mad,ei against the contest- Underwood
committee. He said thai unless the
ants was that they had not formally friends, presidential talk Is avoided
platform embraced his ideas of true strain.
presented their contests to the Illinois when they meet In the corridors. It
progress he would submit a minority
Kern for President
state convention at Peoria, but had is "Hello, Champ," and "Hello, Osconvention.
the
to
report
A movement to test the sentiment kept entirely out of that convention. car," and that's the end of it.
,
Not content to abandon their har- for Senator John W. Kern, of Indiana It waB on this ground that the nationmony progran without further effort for the
presidential nomination haa al committee gave the seats to the
the committee turned the matter over heen started by some progressives
Sullivan faction.
to Senators Raynor, O'tjorman and
who feel it may be impossible to unite
E. B. Tolman assisted in presenting CASH REGISTER TRUST
discusan
earnest
held
who
Culberson
s
of the delegates for either the arguments of the Hearst-Harrisosion with Mr: Bryan in a corner of: Speaker Clark or Governor Wilson. faction in the contests
involving the
GO TO TRIAL
the room. Mr. Bryan said his posi-- l These men are working quietly but
delegates-at-largand the 20
eight
tion' was unalterable.
they say the movement has gained delegates from the Chicago districts.
Senator Kern was turnea to as rep considerable momentum.
Frank J. Quinn and Elsea Williams THE DEMURRER TO INDICTMENTS
AGAINST IT AND ITS EMPLOYresenting the "progressive demoo-- .
appeared for the Sullivan faction, asES IS OVERRULED
racy" and there was no nomination
serting that the contesting faction by
MICIHIGAN "U CELEBRATES.
in opposition to him. His election was
Ann Arbor, Mich., June 26. With ignoring the regular state convention
Cautious advisers of the scores of
unanimous.
Cincinnati, O., June 26. Judge
distinguished educators and had lost any claims it might have to
Nebraska leader argued against his other guests in attendance, the
in the United States district
regularity.
A bitter fight was made by the lilt court here today overruled a demuraccepting the chairmanship of the
of Michigan today celebrated
resolutions committee on the ground its diamond jubilee, the exercises be- nols contestants on the rule of Roger rer to the indictments filed by attorthat the attempt to have him diaiti
commemorative of the founding Sullivan as national committeeman. neys for the 30 officers and employes
concealed ing
men claimed to of the National Cash Register comthe platform is
poorly
of the institution and jthe work it has The
plot to commit him in advance to the accomplished during the 75 years of have carried a majority of Chicago pre pany of Dayton, Ohio, who. It is alsubsequent act of the convention and its existence.
The anniversary ex- cincts and to have controlled the leged engaged In a conspiracy In rewill accept what: ercises were held In a mammoth Cook county convention. They charg straint of trade in violation of the
to any nominee
law.
would be known as the '"Bryan plat-- l tent on the campus. The address of ed the Sullivan men had bolted that Sherman anti-trumeans that President
when the case
but
This
action
that
convention,
form,"
Lawrence
delivered
was
the day
by
of the
delegations Patterson and the other Indicted offiMr. Bryan himself, it was said, was Maxwell of Cincinnati.
was presented to the credentials com- cials of the National Cash Register
with
do
the
to
have
anything
loathjo
mittee of the Peoria convention the company must stand trial in the fedplatform until he is sure who the
ROYAL VISIT TO WALES.
Sullivan faction was in control and eral courts for the alleged violations
nominee will be. For that reason, it
London, June 26. The long antici- refused them seats and the contesting of the criminal section of the Sherwas declared, he would advocate the
t
pated visit of their majesties to the forces found it useless to go into the man
act
upsetting of precedent ana the nam- west of Eriglanad and Wales was in- convention next
renew
their
and
day
ing of a candidate before the platform augurated today, when the king offiWILSON IS HOPEFUL
fight
is written and adopted.
ciated at the laying of the foundation
Sea Girt N. J., June 26. "The outThose who voted against the SulliAs soon as the committee organ- stone for the national museum of van faction were:
look at Baltimore is excellent," Govized Mr. Bryan moved the presentation Wales at Cardiff.
On Friday the
Arizona; Creswell, Califor- ernor Wilson said this afternoon after
Little,
of the platform be deferred until af- king and queen will proceed to Brisnia; Miller, Nebraska; Carney, Nev- conferring by telephone with his camter the convention had nominated a tol for the formal opening of the ada; Kelly, North Dakota;
Mosea paign managers there.
Senator Kdng Edward memorial infirmary in Oregon; Young,
candidate for president.
"Have you heard the report at BalKentucky; McCorRayner seconded the proposition. that city.
Whitemore, timore that to Insure harmony you
mick,
Pennsylvania;
He spoke at some length urging a proUtah; Molnia, Porto Rico. A motion have agreed to aocept second place
to seat the Sullivan men In the Sev- on the ticket?"
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
gressive platform and particularly in
"All that I care to say about that,"
Sailor Petrosky vs. Otto Berg, 10 enteenth and Twentieth Illinois disreference to the tariff and direct
the governor replied, "Is that it is the
election of senators on which planks rounds, at Oakland, Cal.
tricts carried 38 to 13.
futile talk of men who are desperate
Howard Baker vs. Vic Hanson, 15
The 16 Sullivan delegates-at-largfrom Illinois, having eight vbtes in in their desire to beat me."
rounds, at Salt Lake City.
(Continued on Page Four)

26. Ollie
June
Md.,
Baltimore,
James was unanimously chosen for
permanent chairman by the committee
on permanent organization. He was
named by a standing vote.
The vote in committee was delayed
urging harmony in the convention.
Theodore Bell of . California, spoken
of as permanent chairman, was one
those most strongly urging harmony.
or.
Mr. James Is allied with the progresWhen the committee- - met Mr. Bry
sives in the convention.
an was not present and'hls absence
E. E. Britton was named for per
was disconcerting. No one appeared manent
;
defeating Ui'l.v
to know what the Nebraskan's atti Woodson ueurlary,
on roll call 24 to IS. Mr.
tude was to be, but it was decided Woodson was then chosen associate
unanimously that the place should be secretary. Mr. Birtton Is a newspaproffered him.
per man of Raleigh, N. C. His selecSenators
Raynor of Maryland, tion is said to .be of no polical signifiO'Gonnan of New York, and Culber- cance.
son of Texas, therefore
were sent
The candadcies of the favorite sons

June 26. Because he is
not in sympathy with the forces
"seemingly in control of the Baltimore convention," W. J. Bryan of Nebraska today declined to accept the
chairmanship of the resolutions committee unanimously
tendered him.
Senator John W. Kern was elected after Mr. Bryan twice refused the honBaltimore,
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MAY

A

HEART

CAPTURE INSURREC
SCOUTS WITHOUT FIR-

FEDERALS

to

h

GET HIM CORRALLED.

claps.

HE HAS

ANNOUNCES HE WILL PROTECT
Harrison ii Accused
Mayor Carter Harrison of Chicago,
REBEL 80LDIERS WHO PROand Roger Sullivan, national commitTECT CHIHUAHUA PEOPLE.
lu
teeman from Illinois,
Indulged

LEHMANN RESIGNS
Washington, June 26. Frederick W
Lehmann, solicitor general of the
A
BAD BOY United States has
BRITTON
IS
SECRETARY ILLINOIS
placed his resignation in the hands of President Taft.
IS William M. Bullitt of Louisville, Ky.,
RUMPUS
MAN
NEWSPAPER
OF NORTH
is said to be under consideration by
BEING CARRIED TO THE LAST
CAROLINA WILL KEEP MINPresident Taft as a successor to Mr.
RESORT
UTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Lehmann.
Later today official announcement of Mr. Lehmann's resigletCULBERSON REFUSES HONOR MAY GO UPON THE FLOOR nation will he made. Lehmann's
ter saws he leaves his office to care
for his personal affairs.
TEXAS SENATOR PREFERS TO RE- BALTIMORE MAY SEE A FAC SIMMAIN ON FLOOR AS COMMON
ILE OF SOME OF THE CHISOLDIER
CAGO DOINGS
PRESIDENT IS URGED

COMMITTEE.

BRYAN SEEMS TO BE WINNING "THE MAN IS THE PLATFORM"
ARE

SHOWS FOURTH

HUE RTA

CONTESTS

OLLIE JAMES RECOMMENDED BY
COMMITTEE FOR PERMANENT
CHAIRMAN

THE RESOLUTIONS

EXPECTED SAYS RE IS NOT IN HARMONY

CURED QUICKLY.

THINGS

The committee seated William H.
Berry In the Seventh Pennsylvania
iItriot( affirming the decision of the
national committee. The Ninth Pennsylvania contest was withdrawn. Contesting delegations from Porto Rico
agreed to a division each taking three
seats.

BY

FOR

Jf

HONOR

IT IS BELIEVED PERMENT
GANIZATION WILL BE SE-

IS

IS CONVENTION

were seated by a vote

:

TONIGHT

IS

NAMED

PROFFERED

A

TAKEN UNTIL

REFUSES PROGRESSIVE

7J7mxim

CITY EDITION

JUNE 26, 1912.

n

Vaity

The Fool la Never
Stingy With His
Folly.

GXCLUaiVB A6800IATED PREB8 LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH BERVICC

the convention
of 42 to 9.

NO TROUBLE

OC

u

V

ING A SHOT.
At General Htterlu's ijealrjarters,
Ortiz, Mex., June 28. Thj request of
Gtneral Pascual Dniz, the rohel chief,
Lirt General H'i:ta respect I ho neu
trality of a garrisn that mipht ne
left to protect, the city of Chihuahua,
if evacuated by the reoels, was received here today through the Asso
ciated Press. General Huerta com
municated his reply through the same
channel as follows:
"I will give all guarantees to any
forces Orozco may leave to protect
the people of the city of Chihuahua
provided those forces have only the

nature of

001106."

Some of the rebel scouting parties
advanced too closely to Ortla today
and were captured by the federal van
guard without firing a shot Nearly

all the federal army has crossed the
river at Ortiz, the artillery alone
awaiting the completion of the big Or
tiz bridge. This should be finished
h

Rebuilding Bridges.
At the Rebel
Front, Bachimba,
Mex., June 26. The government
forces appear to be directing all their
efforts to reconstructing the big Ortiz bridge, 15 miles south of here. It
Is believed the federals will be in position to attack Bachimba not later

than Thursday.
Government forces have dashed in
behind the rebel army, a sharp skirmish raging through the night at
Puerta de Pilon, near Horcasitas,
eight miles north of Bachimba and
but 27 miles away from the city of
Chihuuhua
The federals came .'rem
the west and are thought to have
been the vanguard of the big western
flank movement designed by the federals to cut off 'a rebel retreat to Chihuahua. Losses are as yet unknown.
'Iho main (ol.imns of federals titv today moving north of Ortiz, fifteen
miles south of Bachimba.
The federals' oii:V!ery shelled the tovii ft
Meoqui, demolishing a church but no
rebels were there to offer resistance.

COALITION WOULD
PROPOSED
SERIOUSLY CUT INTO ROOSE.
VELT'S TOTAL

Baltimore, June 26. The democratic convention took second place as a
topic of conversation for a time today when a report became persistent
that Senator La Follette had held a
long conference with William Jennings Bryan

aftr

the latter's reversal

In the temporary chairmanship fight

in the convention yesterday. It was
said that the senator, who sllppad into town from Washington without
heralding his arrival, had discussed In
detail the third party movement and
had Invited Mr. Bryan to cast In hla
fortunes with the new progressive
movement
An air of mystery pervaded the Bryan and Nebraska headquarters today.
It was neither denied or affirmed that
the conference had been held, hut
Mr. Bryan's secretaries and the officers of the delegation, "really didn't
know" of the supposed consultation
between the two men.
That Senator La Follette was under
the same roof wich Mr. Bryan was
acknowledged and It wa declaied ho
had expressed his intention of coming from Washington again today.
At the Wisconsin delegation's head
quarters it was acknowledged that the
senator had been here and that ha
would return today. It was explained,
however, that the supposed confer
ence with Mr. Bryan was unlucky
Mr. La Follette in the past h id
always held that differences In the
republican party should be adjusted
within the ranks.
As Mr. Bryan left his headquarters
today Elisha Garretson of MadUoa,
handed him what has been called the
La Follette platform. Mr. Bryan stuffed the manuscript in his pocket and
hurried away.
.

bo-cau-

Governor Aldrich Declines
Lincoln, Neb., June 26. Governor
Aldrich today announced that he will
not serve on the committer of 18 appointed by Governor Johnson of California, to take the lead in organizing
the new "progressive" party composed of Rooseveit adherent
Governor
Aldrich declared that he will "stay
regular" and take no part in any bolt-

ANNIVERSARY AT GENEVA.
Geneva, Switzerland, June 26. A ing program.

notable celebration was begun here
today of the two hundredth anniversary of the birth of the famous philosopher, Jean Jacques Rousseau, who
was born In Geneva, June 28, 1712.
The anniversary exercises will continue three days and will be participated in by noted - savants from
America as well as nearly all the
countries of Europe.
EDWARD G. DUNN WEDS.
26. The
Ky., June
place today of Miss
member of a promithis place, and Edward
G. Dunn, who was recently nominated for governor of Iowa by the democratic party of that state. After a
short wedding trip the couple will
take up their residence In Mr. Dunn's
home town of Clear Lake, Iowa.

Henderson,
marriage took
Laura Dolker,
nent family of

.

AMERICANS ARE CHEERED
On Board Steamship Finland, (by
wireless telegraph to Caistor, Eng.,)
June 2G. The American Olympic team
sailed from Antwerp at noon. There
was a magnificent farewell demon
stration, thousands of people gathering on the quay and along the water
front The members of the team
lined the bulwarks, each waving American flags, while the band played
"The Star Spangled Banner,"

Politicians interested in preventing
a schism In the party in Nebraska
have evolved a plan for fusion of the
third party and be regular republicans
on everything but the presidential

ticket
Oklaroma Joins Party.
Bartlesville, .Okla., June 26. State
headquarters of the progressive party
were opened here today by Frank
Frantz, a Roosevelt lieutenant. Mr.
Frantz said he would issue a call for
a state convention to take place in
August.
Illinois Pregresslvet Awake.
Chicago, June 26. A meeting of Il
linois progressives will be called within the next three weeks for the purpose of outlining their work in the
state and national campaign, Medill
McCormick announced today.
A voluntary pledge to the progres
sive cause, containing two thousand
names came in from Peoria today, said
Mr. McCormick.
Loose Quits the Party
Salt Lake City, Utah, June 26. A
special dispatch to the Evening News
from Chicago says that C. E. Loose,
committeeman
republican ' national
from Utah, has tendered his resignation as a memher of the committee.
Loose voted with the Roosevelt mem- (Continued

on Page 4)

TWO

UA

NEW METHOD

OF THIRTEEN

IS THE STATE

PAPERS

TAX LEVY

STATE SUPERINTENDENT
WHITE
NAMES BOARD OF TEACHERS'
EXAMINERS

Santa Fe, N. M June 26. Vhat
State Superintendent Alvan N. White
believes will be sn Important step In
the department of education was taken by b!m, upon bis return nere this
week
from vtsltln institutes
and
summer schools in the northern part
of the state. Heretofore, the examination papers of applicants for teachers'
certificates have been sent here and
there over the state to various educators to be read and graded. By
this method, the opinion of only one
grade was obtained and besides the
expreesage to and from the department
was a considerable item. Knowing
this custom, the teachers felt, in maty
instances, that their papers in many
subjects had not been fairly and conscientiously graded and frequently asked the department to have same reread, which meant an additional expense.
To remedy these and other defects
and expenses connected with this system of grading applicant's papers, Superintendent White has made a thorough study of the methods used in
the various states ajid had a number
of conferences with state superintendents at the St Louis meeting last
February. He yesterday announced
that he would appoint a state commission of examiners, who will como to
this city and under the direct supervision of the department of education,
grade the papers of all aWlieants,
who may take the examination this
summer.
Superintendent John Milne, of Albuquerque, Superintendent J. H Taylor, of Demlng, Mrs. Nora Tirumback
of Santa Rosa and Mrs. Leona ! ogue
of Raton were appointed as the members of the state commission of examiners, and will take up the work of
the commission about July 1. Aside
from Mrs. Brumback's and Mm
Logue's splendid quail fi cations for the
work, the state superintendent felt
the women of the state should be represented on this, important commission. Superintendent White left laBt
night for Socorro and theno o Car- rizozo, where he will visit 'nstitutes
this week.

EXCEEDS
IAL

TO

ADVICE
MEN

THE LAST TERRITOR-

R.TE

GIVES

MILLS DUCHESS

GRADING THE

VEGAS DAILY

THIRTY
PER CENT.
BY

Santa Fe, N. M, June 26. Thirteen
mills is to be the Us levy for the
first fiscal year of the new state.
That is three mills more than the
last levy made under the territorial
form of government
State Auditor
W. O. Sargent today addressed the
following letter to the boards of
county commissioners of each of the
26 counties:
For the purpose of raising revenue
to par appropriations made by law,
for state purposes and for state, charitable and penal institutions, I respectfully request that you cause a
mills on
levy of eleven and one-hathe dollar to be made upon all the
taxable property within your county;
the same when collected to be turned
into the state treasury to the credit
of the first fiscal year of the state
of New Mexico, to be distributed by
the state treasurer as required by

TELLS THEM TO MARRY GIRLS
WHO HAVE STUDIED DOMESTIC SCIENCE.
London, June 26. "If I were a man
I would only marry woman who had
been taught domestic science. Woe
betide him If he doesn't especially if
he's an
kind of a man.
Perhaps we ought to add, 'Woe betide the woman."
So declared her grace the Duch-

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1912.

technic, cfessed the bore thi;; the
educational facilities offered m re
gard to hygiene and phjbioliy would
dispense with those deplorable inInfants who
quests on
had been fed on soft bread, stewe-- i
eels and ginger beer.
FOR GOVERNOR OF VERMONT
uuningion, vt., June 26. Tne ro- publiran leaders of Vermont are gath
ering in this city to attend the state
convention which will meet tomorrow
to name candidates for governor and
other state officers to be voted for in
the September election. There are
two aspirants in, the field 'o succeed
Governor Jobn A. Mead. They are
Allen M. Fletcher of Cavendteh, a mil-

lionaire banker and philanthropist,
ana Joseph A. DeBoer of Montpelier.
The congressional nominating conventions will precede the state convention
that of the First district meeting in
this city and the Second district convention at White River Junction.
Frank L. Greene, of the St Albans
Messenger, is the leading candidate
for the seat of the late Representative David J. Foster" of the First district Representative Frank Plumly
of the Second district is slated for

ess of Sutherland, addressing the annual conference of the Association of
Teachers of Domestic Subjects, of
which she is president
Back in the slxteeneh century
that great century of the revival of
art and culture on which they lived
today and which they could never
surpass the maiden who knew Latin
and Greek (as twentieth century
maidens would never know Latin and
TO HEAD ARKANSAS "U."
Greek) could weave and spin and emLittle
Rock, Ark., June 26. The
never
bad
that
a
fashion
broider in
trustees
of the University of Arkan
been equalled, the duchess remarked.
sas at Fayetteville met here today
Her potions were the medicine of the
to
discuss the. selection of a president
law.
day. Her herbal recipes gave her a
For the purpose of raising revenue knowledge of health and beauty that of the university to succeed Profesfor the various sinking funds and the only In quite latter times they had sor J. H. Tillman, who has resigned.
The first choice of the trustees is
payment of interest on the state debt, occasionally taken the trouble to insaid to be Dr. S. C. Mitchell, who Is
I respectfully request that you cause quire Into.
now the president of the University
f
on
and
mills
one
of
a levy
The reason for the lamentable de of South Carolina. It is not known
the dollar to be made upon all the cay of interest in the late Victorian
Dr. Mitchell will accept the
taxable property within your county; period in domestic culture and domes- whether
offed of the presidency of the Faythe same when collected to be turned tic science would take too long to disetteville Institution.
into the state treasury to the credit sect Suffice it to say that for a time
of the first fiscal year of the state
foolthey had passed through some
of New. Mexico to be distributed by ish decades in the education line.
REPORTER
IS A HISTORIAN
the state treasurer by law.
and many wretched,
Complying with an order of the
disap
families, many faded,
No Other Is So True, and Few Are 8o
sheep sanitary board, as required by pointed spinsters, were left to tell the
Entertaining and 8o
Section 9, Chapter 65, Laws of 1903, sad tale cf incompetence
and Igno
Useful.
of
cause
to
a
levy1
are
requested
you
rance. Now everything was being
A police reporter, Indeed (or a
eight mills to be made upon each dol- changed, and the ducness thought it
as he is sometimes, with
lar of the assessed value of all sheep would be a good thing if some of the
assessed within your county; the subjects at present taught in schools too much levity, styled), is the truest
same when collected to be turned made way for longer hours at cook- historian of his age. And, as no other
histories are half so true, so few are
into the state treasury to the credit
ing, hygiene, laundry and needle nearly so entertaining, or so useof the sheep sanitary fund.
work. Practically developed, domestic ful, either, as those which he Indites;
I respectfully call your attention to science, taken seriously, might be a there only have we the manners of
the provisions of Senate Bill No. 172 valuable cure for the restlessness of the time caught "living as they rise"
as amended in regard to school lev- the age, for there, at least, they were served up, as it were, piping hot and
human nature naturally delineated;
ies.
obliged to have concentration.
everywhere else it is dressed up, varyours,
Respectfully
In ordinary school work the child nished over, idealized, perhaps, or othW. Q. SARGENT,
went so quickly from one subject to erwise so metamorphosed or mystiState Auditor.
as hardly to ba recognized for the
nnother that only the brightest boyJ fied
same thing that one is accustomed
State Funds.
The
or girl got a grasp of the idea.
to see and have to do with in its origState Treasurer O. N Marron to
others were hurled from French to inal condition of flesh and blood. Nay,
T.
day received from Game Warden
to
mathematics, from mathematics
is not the greatyour penny-a-linGOOD NEWS.
C. de Baca, $73.50 for the game prowith open mouths and puz est of historians merely, but the most
history,
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tection fund.
zled eyes, and she doubted if they penetrating of philosophers, going to
Heard it and Profitted Thereby.
Bankruptcy Hearing.
tell much about any one of the the root of the matter, and the most
could
"Good news travels fast," and the
Instructive of poets and dramatists,
Federal Judge Pope has signed an
do-- 1
subjects, except "that everybody's
thousands of bad back sufferers in order
not only "high actions and high pasAugust 5 as the final
giving
and
teatlme
when
shrimps sions best describing," but low ones
East Las Vegas are glad to learn that day of hearing In the bankruptcy ing it,"
quite as well. All this he is by rea
prompt relief is within their reaca. case of George J. Fredericks of East came around.
In the technical school in the North son of the matter-of-faspirit h
Many a lame, weak and aching back Las
Vegas.
of Scotland in which Bhe was inter- which he works.
Is bad no more, thanks to Doan's KidFederal Court
For this Is his distinction, that (to
ested the whole work of that school
ney Pills. Our citizens are telling ,
Judge W. H. Pope of the federal was done by boys. They had not a the shame of literature it must be
the good news of their experience
to practice in that
he is the only description of
maid about the place to make beds, man of
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here conn has admitted
letters who is not in some sort,
and Harry L. Pat
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court:
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Is an example worth reading:
stockings,
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'boots,
as such, a systematic liar. AH other
of Clovls, and Elisha V. Long of
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S. P. Flint, Central House, Grand &
floors. The only thing the boys had writers set themselves to embellish,
Las Vegas.
still to learn was cooking, and they elevate, refine truth and Nature
Douglas Aves., East Las Vegas, N. East
Special Tax Payers Must Apply.
Mex., says: "I am as firm a believer
were going to learn it. Lord Strath-cona- , some have gone the length of mainInternal Reveue Collector Manuel
taining that this falsification, this ly
in the merit of Doan's Kidney Pills tothae fine old Scottish-Canadiais the very soul and indispensable
orders that all
her $1,000 fot that ing,
day as when I first publicly recom- B. Otero has given
gave
millionaire,
essence of the poetical, in all its
mended them about seven years ago. special tax payers in New Mexico school. He said, "Teach your boys to
he alone takes down and com
'At that time Doan's Kidney Pills and Arizona must have their applica cook. Cooking was my best asset. 1 rormB;
municates what he hears and sees
business
In
before commencing
were procured at the Center P ock tions
was only a little lad when I went into simply as he hears and sees It
Pharmacy and they entirely relieved on July 1.
ing the faithless, faithful ones he."
camp, away out in the west, but I
Pardoned By Governor.
me of backache and other symptoms
was the onlys fellow who could cook, HARK BACK TO PAST STYLES
Governor McDonald has pardoned and
of disordered kidneys. The benefits
you see if I didn't get 'top dog'
John Block of Santa Cruz, who had
derived have been permanent"
soon."
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IO YOUR LAST OPPORTUNITY
To Profit by the Money Saving Possibilities of Our

GREEN TAG SALE'
During Which You can Purchase, for Cash,

In Women's and Misses
r
Garments, Dry Goods, Notions, Millinery, Boys
ing and Men and Boys Hats and Caps, at
Ready-to-Wea-

Cloth-

With a Few Minor Exceptions.
' Loa Voas'Lofldiml
Sale
Cash
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Sale Closes
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

ill-fe-

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the 'goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
,
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be- cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
.

,

It

Always Pays to Duy Advertised Goods

con-fese-

n

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

Foster-Milbur-

J.'M.

FRANK

CUNNINOH AH,

SPRINOER,

;s v

President!'

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $3Q,000.00
Office with

the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Ilaydon

n.

W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest Paid on Deposis

rt

d

HOSKINS. Cubler

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

.

Tulip-shade-

a

a

LAS VEGAS

Lloyd-Georg-

up-to-

vs

NEBRASKA GOLF TOURNEY
Omaha

Neb., June 26. Under
conditions giving high promise to success, the eighth annual tournrament
of the Nebraska State Golf association was started today on the links of

the 6maha Country Club. The finals
will be played Saturday. The leading golf clubs of the State, including
those of Omaha, Lincoln, Hastings,
Nebraska City, Fremont and several
other cities are represented among
the entries

.

"HARVEYS"

is open

Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey in
charge. Auto to carriage house, Wednesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., returning same day. For passage phone
Main 385 or leave order at Murphey's,
Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel

LAI VEGAS DAILV OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, JUNE
3
Cornell.
No. 4 Pennsylvania.
Course positions in all races begin
their numbers from the west shore.
Second Race.
4
m. Freshmen
eight-oarep.
shells, with coxswains.
Course, two
miles, beginning one, mile norm of
bridge and finishing one mile south
of it.
rropny ine stewardscup, pre1900
In
sented
by a graduate of Co
lumbia, to be held by the winner for
one year. Present holder of the tro
phy, Columbia.
Entries and course positions:
No. 1 Pennsylvania.
No. 2 Columbia.
'
No. 3 Wisconsin.
No. 4 Cornell.
No. 5 Syracuse.
Third Race.
5:13 p. m. University eight-oareshells, with coxswains
Course, four
miles, beginning three miles north of
the bridge and finishing one mile
south of it
Trophy The 'Varsity
Challenge
cup, presented in 1898 by Dr. Louis
L. Seaman, Cornell, to be held by the
winner for one year. Present holder
of the trophy, Cornell.

No.

COLLEGE HEN TO
COMPETE

ON

WATER
SIX CREWS WILL ROW FOR TRON.
PHY AT POUGHKEEPSIE,
Y., NEXT SATURDAY.
N

Poughkeepsie,

, .Tune 26.

A

memorable contest In American rowing annals la promised in the intercollegiate regatta to be held on the
Hudson opposite this city Saturday
crews
afternoon, when eight-oarerepresenting six colleges Cornell,
Columbia,
Pennsylvania, Syracuse,
Wisconsin and Leland Stanford university will measure boat lengths
with each other in the annual' four-mil- e
race for the 'Varsity Challenge
d

cup, now held by Cornell.
Preceding the big 'varsity race
e
race
there will be the usual
between
crews represent.

-

two-mil-

four-oare- d

ing all but Stanford and Wisconsin,
e
Entries and course positions:
and the
freshmen eight-oareNo. 1 Wisconsin.
in
which all but Stanford
race,
e
No. 2 Pennsylvania.
and Wisconsin,
and the
No. 3 Syracuse.
freshmen eight-oarerace, in which
No. 4 Columbia.
all but Stanford will be represented.
No. 5 Cornell.
The prediction as to the memorable
No. 6 Stanford.
quality of the regatta is based on the
The hour set for the big race
observation of the veteran coaches
In charge of the young oarsmen and 5:15 Is fifteen minutes after the ebb
others who have followed rowing for tide reaches its maximum. The fresh'
men race will have a strong ebb, and
twenty years or more.
"Never have I seen six crews so the tide will be running well for the
race.
varsity
good as the six university eights
course is s
The
Foughkeepsie
CourtE.
said
Charles
here,"
ney, the coach of Cornell university. straight deep stretch of water, begin.
"The contest between Cornell and nlng three miles north of the Pough- Columbia last year was truly a won keepsie bridge, and finishing one
derful race, but I believe that all of mile south of that structure.
The West Shore railroad will run
this year's crew will be more cfosely
bunched at the finish than they were the usual observation train alongside
In 1911.' In my opinion, there will not of the crews. No vessels will be at
lowed to follow the oarsmen, and this
an Inch of the four-mil, be
'varsity
rule will be enforced by revenue cutrace that vill not be worth seeing."
which will also make It their
For this rreat regatta, 120 college ters,
business to see that yachts and
men
have trained. They are
rowing
crowd Into the
divided into the fifteen crewx rep small boats do notthree-milcourse from the
mark
resenting the colleges named. To down to the finish line.
see these men in the pink of physical
Cornell and Columbia are the favofitness after months or raining. Is
the former having slightly the
rites,
to realize the highest possible aton its record of perform.
preference
tainment In the development ot
ances. In twenty-onraces in which
men
for
athletic competition.
young
have competed during the last
they
The full program of the regatta Is
three years, the Ithacans have been
as follows:
defeated but once, that exception be
First Race.
ing the freshmen race of last year,
3:15 p. in. University
which was won by Columbia.
The
shells, without coxswains. Course, splendid fight which the New York
two miles, beginning one miles north crew made against Cornell last year
of the bridge and finlshin.? one mile has made It the favorite of many this
south of it.
year, because the Columbians are con
Trophy The Kennedy Challenge fident that their crew Is faster,
cup, presented In 1899 by Davidson stronger and better trained than their
Kennedy, Pennsylvania, to be held by eight of 1911.
the wlnned for one year.
Cornell, on the other hand, has sevPresent holder of the trophy, Cor- en of last year's veterans in the boat,
nell..
but Coach Courtney says that the
crew Is uo better than It was a year
Entries and course position:
No. 1 Columbia.
ago. "We have a fine crew," said
Mr. Courtney, "and whether we win
No. 2 Syracuse.
two-mil-

two-mil-

d

four-oare- d

'

e

e

e

i

four-oare-

d

.

or lose, they will be a credit to the
college and the coach."
Syracuse, which made such a poDr
h
showing In 1911, has developed
best crew it has had In several year,
and the 20 rni ot the otir co'li'e8
agree that T"i Eyck's mea will have
to K patterned with.
Heunsylrunla
anl Wlscov tr are not e nrdfrt as bo
The Leland Stanford crew have
greatly to the Interest of the
regatta by coming 3,000 miles wlth-ocoach or boat to meet the eastern
colleges.
Physically, they are the
equal of any other men on the river,
but they have not had the training to
make them dangerous competitors or
these other colleges, who have had
for years the services of professional
coaches.
Before leaving California,
the Stanford crew defeated the Uni
versity of California and the Univer
slty of Washington in a triangular
race. They have come here under
greater
disadvantages than any of
the others. They expected to find in
New York a new Simms shell, which
they ordered from England, but the
English strikes had delayed shipment

ut

LEAPS

AS

AEROPLANE

STRIKES
STUDENT OF AVIATION HAS NARROW ESCAPE FROM DEATH
OR INJURY

Sixty-sevent-

h

u

fims

the lever that
ine intercollegiate rowing races Inadvertently grasped
mechanism
the
Into play.
put
flying
since 1895, when the Poughkeepsle

course was established, and the Instantly' th,e craft
names of winners, have been as fol ward.

started

heaven

i

Miss Muller

was frightened. She
at one lever after an
jerked
furiously
1895,
Cornell
Columbia;
1896,
In a twinkling the plane
1898 (held at Saratoga), Pennsylva. other, but
was 20 fair in the air.
nia; 1900, Pennsylvania; 1901, Cor
Then the girl of 22 realizing that
nell; 1902, Cornell;
Cornell
1903,
she wae powerless to stop upward
13U4, Syracuse; 1905, Cornell;
1906
flight, decided to take chances on
Cornell; 1907, Cornell; 1908, Syra
coming down and shut off the, motor.
cuse; 1909, Cornell; 1910, Cornell
By this time a group of frightened
1911, Cornell.
onlookers had realized the girl's plight
Freshman eights: 1896, Cornell and were
calling encouragement and
1S97, Tale; 1898 (held at Saratoga)
advice to her. The machine, with the
Cornell; 1899, "Cornell: 1900. Wiscon motor
stopped, dropped earthward like
sin; 1901, Pennsylvania; 1902, Cor a
rocket. The girl made no atspent
nell; 1903, Cornell: 1904. Svracusa tempt to
guide the downward plunge,
1905, Cornell; 1906, Syracuse; 1907,
but just when another instant would
Wisconsin; 1908, Cornell; 1909, Cor have seen her crushed amid the
nell; 1910, Cornell; 1911, Columbia,
wreckage of the steel car, she seemed
University fours: 1899, Pennsylva to gather her wits and get another
nia; 1900, Pennsylvania; 1901, Cor grip on her nerve. The bystanders
Cornell
1903,
nell; 1902, Cornell;
heard a little cry and then the girl's
1904, Cornell; 1905, Syracuse; 1906
body phot out and landed a few feet
Cornell; 1907, Syracuse; 1908, Syra from the monoplane, just as it crum
cuse; 1909, Cornell; 1910, Cornell bled into a twisted mass of teel.
1911. Cornell.
She had tried to Jump clear of the
The records of the Poughkeepsle
wreckage and her success had saved
course are as follows:
her life.
University eights 4 miles; Cor
Miss Muller was hurriedly carried
nell, July 2, 1901, 18 minutes 53 1
to a hangar and a physician summon
seconds.
ed. The doctor found not a scratch
Freshman eights 2 miles; Cornell, or a bruise.
seconds
July 2, 1909, 9 minutes 11
Miss Muller, "who was bookkeeper 'in
University fours 2 miles; Cornell, Canton until she decided to take up
July 2, 1909, 10 minutes 1 second.
flying, is said to have
kept her
The following shows the order in friends in Ignorance of her real pur
which the crews finished in 1911:
pose in coming to New York.
Results in 1911:
The girl is undaunted, and will con
crews:
tinue aer lessons at the MIneola
University eight-oare'
Cornell, 20 minutes 10
chool.
seconds,
Columbia, 20 'minutes 16
sec
onds.
QUEEN ALEXANDRA DAY
Pennsylvania, 20 minutes 33
London, June 26. The love and es
onds.
I
teem In which Queen Alexandra is
Wisconsin, 20 minutes 34 seconds.
held
by all British subjects was strik
Syraruse, 21 minutes 3
seconds
ingly manifested today, on the occad
crews:
University
sion of the first celebration of AlexCornell.
andra Day. The1 day la designed to
Syracuse.
be an annual fixture in commemora
Columbia.
tion of the anniversary of the arrival
Pennsylvania.
in England of the then Danish prin
No times taken.
lows:

5

d

5

four-oare-

Freshmen

crews:

elght-oare- d

1-- 5

2-- 5

Syracuse,

10

minutes

23

5

sec

onds.

Pennsylvania,

seconds.
Wisconsin,

10

,10

minutes

minutes

24

'3-- 6

38 seconds.

NORTH CAROLINA BANKERS.
Morehead City, N. C., June 26.
Many representative bankers and business men have gathered here for the
annual convention of the North Caro
Una Bankers' association. The convention had Its formal opening today

and the sessions will continue over
Thursday and Friday. A banquet with
noted financiers from several states
as the speakers will be a notable feat
ure of the program. Prominent among
the convention leaders are J. C. Bras
well of Rocky Mount, W. A. Hunt of
Hendersonville, Colonel J. p. Bruton
of Wilson and H. F. Shaffner of

MOTORCYCLE RACES
New York, June 26. The manage
ment of the Motordome Stadium at

rangements for what promises to be
the greatest motorcycle race meet
ings ever pulled off in this country.
The meet, "which will open next Saturday and continue) three days, will
'bring together the fastest amatieur
and professional
riders in America.
The
track at Brighton
Beach is considered he fastest In the
country and it is believed a speed of
one hundred miles an hour will be
attained by the racers.
bowl-shape- d

Kt WAS

IN

1833

of Great
Description
Interesting
Writer Published in the Knickerbocker of That Year.
In person ho is a little above the
standard height, though not tall. Hli
figure Is slight, without being meagre,
nd is well proportioned.
The face,
that first object of physical interest, Is
peculiar, though not remarkable. An
ample forehead ! displayed under a
quantity of light hair, worn in a mass
on one side rather jauntily, and this
is the only semblance of dandyism
In hlB appearance.
His brow is
marked, and his eye, though not large,
Is bright and expressive. The moat
regular feature Is the nose, which
may be called handsome; an epithet
not applicable to his lips, which are
too large.
Taken altogether, the
countenance, which Is pale without
sickliness. Is in repose extremely
agreeable and Indicative of great refinement and Intelligence.
Mr. Dickens' manners and conversation, except perhaps In the perfect
abandon among his familiars, have no
exhibition of particular wit, much less
of humor. He Is mild In the tones of
his voice, and quiescent, evincing
habitual attention to etiquette and the
conventionalisms of polished circles.
His society is much sought after, and,
possibly to avoid the invitations pressed npon him, he does not reside In
London, but with a lovely wife and
two charming children occupies a retreat In the vicinity. He Is about 26
years of age, but does not look more
than 23 or 24. Mr. Dickens Is enand rose from an
tirely
humble station by virtue of his moral
worth, his genius and his industry.
From the Knickerbocker, August,
self-mad-
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getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

I
I

GOODS

Fi nest Quality Fruits and
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1

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Noted:

(

For

PURITY CLEANLINESS

QUALITY

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

DE VARGAS PAGEANT
SANTA FE.
V

mil

JULY 5, 1912
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TICKETS ON SALE JULY 3, 4 AND 5, 1012
FINAL RETURN LIMIT, JULY 6TH

1912

1839.

CROWDING

TO

SEE

TENNYSON

Fare For The Round Trip

Congregation Would Not Leave West
minster Abbey Without a Glimpse
of the Great Poet,

Sir James Knowles accompanied Alfred Tennyson to the funeral of Dickens at Westminster abbey and he describes in "Tennyson and His Friends"
the scene when the crowd Identified
the distinguished visitor. "There was
an Immense congregation that day In
the abbey and when the service was
over we stood up waiting a long time
to pass out through the rails. But Instead of dispersing by the outer door
the people all turned eastward and
flocked toward the altar, pressing
closer and closer up to the sacrarlum.
The chances of getting out became
less and less, and I turned to Tennyson and said: 'I don't know what all
this means, but we seem so hemmed
In that it Is useless to move yet.'
"Then a man standing by me whispered: 'I don't think they will go, sir,
so long as your friend stands there.'
Of course I saw at once what was
happening it had got to be known
that Tennyson was present and the
solid throng was bent on seeing him
Such a popularity had never occurred
to me or to him, and justified bis
nervous unwillingness to be seen in
crowded places.
"I was obliged to tell htm what was
going on, upon which he urgently in
sisted on being let out some quiet way
and putting an end to the dilemma.

D. L. BATCH

ELOR, Agent.

Jefferson Reynolds President
HaPett Reynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Ass t Cashier

E. D. Reynolds Vice President
atepnen b. Davis Vice President

(
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF- -

Capital,

$100,000

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Surplus, and Undividbd

Pofits

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good
Banking.

Blunders of Royal Authors.
Royal author. sometimes need
deal of editing. A glaring instance
Frederick the Great, whose spelling
Time
and punctuation astounded Carlyle,
says the London Chronicle. "A steure"
for "a cette heure" was a specimen ol
the former, "and as for punctuation,
he never could understand the mysSELLING BIRTHRIGHTS.
hand suit of clothes and a hot suptery of it; be merely scatters a few
Berlin, June 26. Berlin society is per.
commas and dashes as if they were
shaken out of a pepper box upon his again agitated over the question of
On the other hand some fair prices
"name marriages," a subject which are on record. A recent name marcess to become the bride of the fu- page and so leaves It."
can
such
sloven
How, asks Carlyle,
has long heen a painful one in the an riage contracted between a
ture King Edward VII.
o
liness be explained In a king who
In accordance with the suggestion "would ' have ordered arrest for the nals of many noble families, making Berlin parvenue and a member of an
of Queen Alexandra herself the cele smallest speck of mud on a man's bull an unpleasant chapter In the history ancient Brandenburg and Pomeranbelt. Indignant that any pipe clayed of German morals.
bration was converted Into a one-daian family distinguished in war and
Name marriages have recently be peace, cost (according to the None
campaign for charity, the purpose be portion of a man should not be perfectly pipe clayed?" He can only con come of
ing to bring the needs of the philan clude
frequent occurrence owing Qesellschafiliche correspondence) the
that Frederick really cared lit
thropic and charitable organizations tle about literature after
all. Also to the ever increasing large number parvenue wife ten thousand marks,
of London before the people. With
'he never minded snuff upon his own ot scapegoat scions of noble houses conditioned, of course, on the titled
this end in view more than 1,000 la- chin, not even upon his waistcoat and who are qtiite willing to become mod husband disappearing,
immediately af
dies of title and distinction in the so breeches." "I an a king and above ern Esau s,
selling their birthright ter the wedding and allowing the
monarch.
another
said
cial world presided at flower stalls grammar,"
for the modern equivalent of a mess wife to sue for divorce on the ground
scattered over the metropolis and
of pottage to any ambitious plebeian of desertion.
from early morning until late afterName marriages are purely and
Man Converses With Animals.
Schultz," "Mulley," "Meyer," &c,
noon sold artificial wild roses for the
Charles Kellogg of California has who offers, not herself. Indeed, but simply a business affair.
benefit of the London Hospital fund. started out to convince the Harvard a certain
stipulated sum of money.
All of the flower sellers were dressed faculty of his ability to talk with ani
case
The
of a well known Berlin
alike in white with wreathsof wild ros mals. His life has been spent in the
A CARO
Countess Frieda von
In
demimondaine,
Sierra.
and
his
studies
Nevadas,
es around their hats. The flower basMrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
clude the vocal sounds made by bears, Strachkitz, In- her more respectable a farmer
kets that they carried were hung
living near Covena, Oa,
lizards, rattlesnakes and days employed as masseuse and who
"i
have taken Foley Kidney
with ribbons of white and blue, the squirrels,
saysj
crickets. Indeed, he claims proficien- was murdered about three
years ago, Pills and find them to be all von
Danish colors, In honor of Queen Alex- - cy In fifteen animal languages.
He
claim
them.
for
was a notable Instance of name marThey gave me almost
aira's native land.
has a peculiar palate, with no tonsils,
irstant relief when my kidney j were
Baskets of coin and notes were col and entirely lacks the cord connecting riage. She became a countess at the sluggish and Inactive. I can cheerfullv
lected by Lady Mond and a bevy of the teeth with the lips. To these pe- cheapest price on record. Her worth recommend them to all sufferers from
he partly ascribes the ease less husband sold himself, together kidney troubles." O. O. Schaefa and
pretty girls who had a stall on the culiarities
which he imitates the sounds ol with his name, a crest and a nine- - Red Cross Drug Co.
with
terrace1 of the house of commons and
insects and animals. Some of his obgraven crown, to the mas
who permitted no member to escape servations and Ideas
are, it is said, at pointed
seuse for ten marks in gold, a second
without paying tribute. Other ladies least interesting, If not convincing.
of title who were stationed at prominent points in the city Included the
WITH THE BOXERS
Serious Omission,
Duchess of Marlborough,
the Mar
The new millionaire's banquet table
chioness of Crowe, the Duchess of was
spread, and the guests about to
Westminster, the Marchioness of Duf-- be summoned.
A younger brother of Rudle TJnholz
ferin and Lady Paget.
"Are you sure there are no reportis making good in the" boxing game
ers present?" anxiously asked the host
or over three decades a favorite in Aur Talis.
of the butler.
THEY PUT AN END TO IT
Peter Maher will follow his hat into
household medicine forCOUGHS.
"I've made cerain of it, sir."
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St.. Roches
ring and meet Luther MoCr
WHOOPING
out
a
T
COLDS,
N.
re
"Then
and
CROUP,
go
few,"
he
ter,
get
says
reommends Foley
in
Brooklyn.
Canadian
the
Courier.
HARD
host
COUGH, BRONCHITIS.
Kidney Pills at ever cDDortunltv be- Joined
cause they gave him prompt relief
and STUFFY BREATHING. Take "Kid" Parker,' the former Denver
rrom a Daa case of kidney trouble
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe lightweight, is confined in an Insane
Their Rule.
that had long bothered him. Such
and reliable.5 The Bee Hive on the asylum In Nebraska.
"Doctors are the meanest class ol
recommendation, coming from Mr.
is the mark of the genuine.
carton
Champion Ad Wolgast has been suSable, is direct and convincing evi- men."
ed for $30,000 Iby a Los Angeles man,
dence of the great curative Qualities
fteruse sushtutes.
"What makes you say that?"
O. G. Schaefer
of Foley Kidney Pills. O. Q. Schaefer
who claims he lost a leg by bjelng run
"Even when they treat a man they
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Red Cross "Drug Co.
down hy Ad's automobile.
make him pay for It"
1
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well-to-d-

secuoiumDia, iu minutes 13
onds.
Cornell, 10 minutes 20
seconds.

copper-colore-

GIRL

New York, June 26. MIm Bernetta
Muller of No. 39 Weet
ttreet, whose home Is in Canton, O .
has been a pupil of the school for
aviators at MIneola, L. I., for
the past wek, ibut had only been permitted to drive a monoplane
on
tha ground. The "elevator" of the
machine bad been kept tied down so
that no mischance might send the
craft soaring Into the air.
When Miss Muller started out yes
terday morning she thought the usual
provision against sudden flight had
been made, but In her absence tone
one had tampered with the bonds
of their boat. Ciiumr-'ti;wev
and the "elevator" was quite free
gave thmj the tse of the
shell
free to go into action if the right lev
in whit'i their vanity rowel la
er were, moved.
year, and the Ca!r r n is say Uia
The girl had been driving over the
this boat fits them totter than any
lawn for several minutes when she
they have ever used at home.

5

Contagious Blood Poison, as the name implies,
is an infectious blood taint which may be communi
cated from one person to another. Its virus is of a most insidious
nature, multiplying from an insignificant germ in the blood until it
becomes a thorough systemic poison. ' So powerful and dangerous is
this terrible blood plague that no time should be lost in trying to drive
it from the system. It should not be temporized with, but should be
killed as one would a deadly serpent on the pathway. The first manifestation of Contagious Blood Poison is usually a tiny sore or pimple,
but it rapidly spreads, and in a short time the entire body shows its
presence in the blood. The mouth and throat ulcerate, glands in the
d
spots, appear on
groin swell, the hair begins to come out,
the body, and frequently running sores and ulcers break out on the flesh.
A condition of such serious nature requires proper treatment
Not only must the disease be driven out, but the system which has
been weakened by the powerful poison must be built up, before health
can be restored. The queston of most importance therefore is what
medicine has proven by actual results its superiority as a blood purifier?
We claim this distinction for S. S. S. because of its successful record
for more than forty years.
S. S. S. cures Contagious Blood Poison by purifying the blood.
It goes into the circulation and removes the last trace f toe infectious
virus, acts with fine tonic effect on the stomach, bowels, kidneys, and
other portions of toe system, and thus makes a perfect as wdl as a
permanent cure. S. S. S. is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks,
each of which has a specific action on the system. , Not a particle of
mineral or other harmful substance enters into its composition. S.S.S.
is perfectly safe for any one, and instead of upsetting the Stomach, as
mineral medicines often do, it tones up this important member, and
makes digestion easy. Thousands have cured themselves of Contaby fee Hse of S. S. S., and if you will write and
gious Blood Poison
request it we will send you, without charge, our Home Treatment
Bookwhich will give yon all necessary information for crushing out
poison and curing yourself at home. We
the life of this serpent-lik- e
S. S. S. is
will also give you free any medical advice you may wish.
TEE SWIFT SPECIFIC CD, ATLANTA, CA. ,
sold a4 drug stores.
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substitute Congressman Henry of
A
Texas atated that te would present BRYAN REFUSES
re
to the convention as a minority
ESTABLISHED 1179.
port the Dunn substitute. He was
PROFFERED HONOR
UNTIUTONIGHT
TAKEN
in this by the members of the
Joined
Publlthed By
, J. '1'
committee who voted for it and by
.'' 'V.'. ""!'
,"J.
.THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Continued from Page One)
Charles Sprecker of Massachusetts
One)
(O)ntlnuejjrrom Page
(Incorporated)
who voted against it.
EDITOR tana and flags, the names of the rival
After recess, the rules committee there was found to be a division of
M. M. PADGETT...
confused cho- - completed its work by agreeing that aentiment
leaders bettij lost in
"We do not want and must not
a committee of three, composed of
Tumultous clem m! ration continued the chairman. Representatives Cov have a perpetual debate between the
for ten minutes.' with' alternate waves ington of Maryland. Harry E. Hill of candidate and the platform," aaid Mr.
Entered at the poetoffice at East
and Henry of Texas, Bryan in advocacy of his motion post
tanltg of the In Oklahoma,
of cheerins from-lKVegas, New Mexico, tor tranamls- Clark astt VH son forces. The should make the report to the con poning action on the platform until
derwood,
aSroi through the United Statee malls
atlil In run swing ventlon.
Mr. Henry will present the after the nomination of the presiden
demonstration
aa second elaas matter.
after 15 minutes thex'bairman threat- minority report. .
tial candidate, "and," he continued,
adjouranMHvt' unless order was
A suggestion that hereafter a ma- "the only way to prevent such a re
ening
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
s
should be sult is to name your man fir,sL In
restored. " Tfle' demonstration gradual- jority Instead of
Dally, by Carrlar:
Clayton required to nominate the president, deed, in these days the man is the
ly subsided after 17 minutes.
.05
Per Copy
resumed speaking.
was ruled out of order by Chairman platform."
a
One Week
nf tbe Massachusetts delega Covington who held that it properly
he
argued,
"The
piw
candidate,"
85
One Month
tion made "a vigorous' speech on the should be acted on by the resolutions "should have an opportunity to talk
7.50
One Tear
y
national political Issues." Senator Gore committee.
about the platform In advance ot its
Dally by Mali
on
a
made
was
of Oklahoma' "received an enthusias
to
feel
impelled
A similar ruling
making rather that
One Tear
tic reception as he rose to speak.
resolution providing that at all future to talk about it afterwards."
t.00
Six Mentha
Great cneefe and laughter greetea democratic national conventions th
Senator Clark oppose! the change
Gore's deelaVatiotf that Roosevelt had temoorarv officers should be selec etl as a reversal of all precedents, but
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
breathe the spirit of
commit was antagonized by Senator Rayner
tried in vft!
by member? of the national
.
GROWER
the
Into
petrified remains or tee chosen by the respective states of Maryland,-whprogress
taking sides em
200
One Year
trans-acte- d
kV conventions or otherwise, iast pre pbatlcally with Mr. Bryan, aI4 t&f
.1.00
Six Month
John Temple Craves ontmuea we ceding the meeting of the national time had come tor overwtelmins unCamp
The committee then
convention.
desirable precedents.
tCaak In Advance for Mall Subscrip speechmaklng.
bell of Ohio and Mayor Preston oi
Mr. Bryan's motion was carried 41
tlona)
conven
Baltimore-alsepoke. a The
Talked Of.
to- & The committee will recommend
Horse"
"Dark
Xemit by draft, check or money
mtion adjourned at !:1T until 8 P. "Dark horse" talk was more gen- this action to the convention and adeder. If aent otherwise we will not
than
No Platform Until Nomination.
,
eral
today about the convention
journed until the convention should
W responsible for loas.
Rv & vote of 22 to 16 the rules com
due to determine the matter.
was
This
partly
time.
at
any.
Specimen ooplea free on appllcamittee of the convention today agreed the fact that the New York delega
In refusing to accept the chairman3on.
to the clan to defer the presentation tion had determined to vote for MayMr. Bryan said:
ship,
of the platform until after the party's j or William J. Gaynor on the first
the compliment, but
"I
appreciate
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
candidate for president had Deen ballot. Tho evident purpose of this I am not willing to accept as chair
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
"
nominated. In "the absence of any was to get a test on the first ballot, man. I am a believer In harmony but
PAID FOR.
he I think that the committee and its
true indication - as to whether the
though some said it showed that
or the progressive wings would be booked tor second place.
officers ought to be In harmony with
are guaranteed the conservative
Advertisers
exv
of the party would dominate the con
With the nominating sessions
convention and I am not in
the
Unrest dally and weekly circulation
was considered good polit
tomorrow, presi
vention,
held
to
the
of
be
the
with
In
Northwestern
organization
pected
of any newspaper
ba'cK the. platform in oricy to hold
dential gossip tilled the air.
convention nor of' the national com
New Mexico.
der to have it drawn go as to be ac seemed to be 'admitted by all that mittee which controls the organiza
THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
convention.
Into
to
the
would'
go
ceptable
Clark
TELEPHONES
tion of the convention."
Speaker Champ
advan-ove- r
proposition
Another
Important
Main JL
"We used to have two kinds of
the convention with a distinct
BUSINESS OFFICE
committee
rules
Main 9 nassed upon bytne
all the other candidates. democrats, progressives and conser
KHWB DEPARTMENT
was the recognition of the authority
to consider vatives: we now have only one kind,
Bryan advocates refused
of a state convention,, to instruct him out of the running. They said
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26. 1912.
progressive, 'but we find there Is a
delegates to .national conventions in his defeat for the temporary chair wide difference in the definition of
iiHiiiiii..ajifjipyfitta
no sense a
enforcement of the unit rule in
TAKING VTHE WISE COURSE the absence-omanship yesterday was in
the word 'progressive,' and I do not
Statute.
be
a
f
would
specific
the
test of what his strength
progressives as it is defined by
113
Southern Pacific
me define
candidate for the presiden- American Beet Sugar ".1 . . .'.1.130
The proposition of recognizing the as the presidential nominee,
of this convention, and be name the
Those erstwhile Roosevelt leaders
a
majority
170
107?i
.
Union
Atchison
Pacific
o
state; Mnyenjtipnyarose
that the
tial nomination.
who are refusing to follow him out authority ot' 84 Mtaaftiori in the Ohio Bryan followers were hopeful
lieving in harmony, I want to be in "I think I
71
....'..13414 United States Steel
......
Northern
Great
I...
the
the
fourth
opinion
a
to
because
given
hav,9
nomination fight might go
with the convention, and I
side the republican party are un
harmony
110
.".113
York
United
States
New
Central
Steel,
the
convention
would
pfd
have
state
.Th
convention
delegation.
or fifth ballot and thought In that desire to be more free to represent that the
doubtedly taking the sensible course
........121
instructed" the;Obiodelegatlon by
reactionary stamp with the Qualifica- Northern Pacific
ot the delegates would the minority sentiment.
many
situation
and will in a measure atone for the had
...I67i Old papers for sale. Optic office.
from Reading
hear
the
of '600 tor 825 'to Vote as a mm ar trt him.
unless
vote
a
delegates
' '
tion,
a
"I do not say that there will be
pnwisdom of their original apostacy,
'
Nineteen
that
indicate
would
Harmon.
The
vote
home.
stood
Governor
for
by
who
The Wilson people,
e&n the Kansas City Journal. Even Ohio
minority report, but it would not look
'
delegatesrhowever, claimed the fr Rrvan almost to a man in his well for the chairman of the com I am down."
then they will be for the most part
a friend.
be
instructions
added
not
"But
to
,theae
violate
out,"
fnr the temporary chairmansnip, mlttee to take in a minority report
consulting their own political safety, right
as tM Ma aunnort
: elected
that "I don't
teen
sad
the
With
cause
it
when
qualification
return
they,
in
TTuvt
for is many of the states whence avowed Wilson men1 "in." their respec
It may be necessary for ma to. take In mind it a bit," smilingly said Mr.
comes to nominating and apparently a minority report I do not tnow
emanated the loudest noise, the
.
TO . ATTEND
districts After a prolonged de based their hopes of success upon
Roosevelt sentiment among the rank tive
that it will, but I do.noiyint to place Bryan.
f ollowed, , this resolution some such action.
that
bate
and
not
file was
proportionately was
myself in that awkward position
adopted 22 to 15:
It was realized by all that the
for that reason I decline.'
6trong, In Missouri, for instance,
con
this
of
rule
the
PARTY
'It shall,be
vote necessary to nominate in
which furnished Roosevelt his floor
Whatever William J. Bryan's plans FOURTH
vention that alt states which have the convention could be secured only
the
of
the
party
leader in the convention, the delegv
be
for
building
may
been instructed by their respective
of the can
. Moa v&a equally divided,
E'AY ENTER FIELD
despite the state democratic conventions or by a by a combination of some
platform, what plan it may contain
stamor
"break"
or whether it will be progressive or
primaries, which proved Inefficient as state democratic presidential prefer didates or by a
The various conservative in toTie the Nebraskan
pede" of the delegates.
4 true criterion of the popular
ential primary shall follow those in- leaders were firm In the belief there
is keeping concealed from his friends. bers in the delegate .contests before
structions so long as a majority of would be no stampede and said they
Mf n who Intend to coma fcefore the
Mr. Bryan had no statement to make the national committee, but cast his
the delegates from such states are of did not even fear Mr. Bryan himself
this morning either regarding the plat- vote in th,e convention for Taft In ac(people of states thus situated for
the opinion that such instruction is in that
in
near
the
will
future
form or Judge Parker's appeal to the cordances with the instructions of the
respect
have
'
fvtrs
'
'
'
Friends of Governor Foss of Mass delegates to make Mr. Bryan chair- state convention.
His menas neis
their claim -- materially t,iRCounted if applicable."
The following substitute offered by
Baltimore
the
be
will
he
committee.
redo
not
man
resolutions
of
on
urged as a candi"papered"
the
stand
that
achusetts,
they
6ay
sntr.ifly
J. J. Dunn of Nebraska was defeated
on a Roosevelt
before the hour
this
for
morning
date
visit
a
governor,
armory
from
hotel
to
publican principles, eWi though con 22 to 15: '" "''" :'
his
'
Returning
.'
ot the convention. to Mayor Preston, the Nebraskan ticket
the
for
As candi
assembling
strued as "progressive.
Ready-to-We- ar
"Resolved, that in casting votes on
with an appeal to the democrats to
Jt.tes in sympathy with the progres- in corres
a call of th.r states the chair shall nominate the Massachusetts gover spent the early morning
Taft Selecting Helpers.
went to the con
party, however, thav will find
and enforce a rule enacted nor. Thousands ot copies of a pam pondence and then
in
June
of
Washington,
themselves in a rather embarrassing recognize
the
attend
to
hall
meeting
vention
a stata convention',' except in such
by
Presi
record
Fobs'
in
Governor
Btrumental
the resolutions committee;7
position. It is given out that Colonel states as have by mandatory statute phlet giving
talked with the presl
and a circular headed "Foss, the only
Roosevelt Is "goine after the scalps
'The delegates are saying below dent Taft today
elecand
nomination
the
for
provided
of the selection of
who can win" were dis
favor
in.
democrat
dent
fcf certain governors and other influ
tion of delegates and alternates to tributed to call attention of the dele stairs that you will write the party Charles D. Hilles, his secretary, as
ential politicians who
"deserted
was
suggested.'
platform,"
national political conventions In con-national
at
j Beautifnl Assortment
SHIRT WAIST AT
him and left him waiting at the doors
-- and have not gates as they arrived.
"But a progressive platform would chairman of the republican
ttistricts
gressional
the
of
manager
active
and
committee
would
of the progressive convention. Gov-convention,
be a rebuke to the
so selected to
The presVent him
Taft campaign.
ernor Hadley, for one, made a strong, subjected delegates
1-- 3
1-- 4
1-:
Mr: and Mrs. Henry G. Coors, Jr., it not?" was Mr. Bryan's reply.
2
the authority -- of the. Btate committee
not formally an
will
is
delesaid,
it
self,
clean fight for what he must have or
their
told
that
was
from
many
Mr.
afternoon
this
arrived
Bryan
which
in
of
the
convention
party,
Hilles
Mr.
for
Inhis
nounce
preference
known was a cause that was essen- case no such rule shall be lield to ap home in Clovls, for a visit with Mr. gates believed the vote yesterday
But he Is takMr. and Mrs. H. G. dicated the convention was progres- until the latter returns from Chicago
tially
Coors'
parents,
ply."
to
sive and that he would be able to and has signified his willingness
Sr.
ing a leaf out of the book of his
Following the defeat of Mr. Dunn's Coors,
work.
the
take
up
In
aiseretion
deciding to remain in
We are prepared to supply large quantities
Talk of Representative McKlniey of
the party. He declares his belief that
manager
the
Illinois,
he can be of more effective service
of Sheets Pillow Cases
of the Taft forces, has been frowned
Within than without the party and as
himself.
Comforts and Cots.
upon by Mr. McKinley
a candidate for senator on the repubAmonf those who, called to see the
lican ticket in Missouri, which Is
SPECIAL PRICES QUOTED 0N2REQUEST
not a rabid, rampant Roosevelt state
president today were Senators Pen
ana
Clark
Burton,
rose.
Gallinger,
is
he
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the
means,
by any
doing
Crawford and General Powell Clayton
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thing. Sometimes
of Arkansas, a member of the na
of
and
wisdom
in
and
patriotism
part
tional committee.
this case and in similar ones involv-Ins- r
WORTH UP TO $12
All these senators, with the excep
others Prominent in the original
tion of Mr. .Cradwford, a progressive
Roosevelt movement, it is at least
A Nice Assortment of New
republican, are believed to be aligned
gratifying to note a disposition to
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with President Taft Senator
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price.
gardless
These goods will have to bs seen to be appreciated,
correcting evils that arise within 4he
TO BE ALL-WOO- L.
party. Those who make a vigorous
so comt in before the line is broken.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
fight along these lines and lose have
New York, June 26. Industrial and
OXFORDS-PUMPS-HIGnothing to regret, while an evident
H
financial developments outweighed
desire to accomplish legitimate and
in
all other considerations
veffective good will prove far more Intoday's
.
ON
The
stock market.
fluential with the great body of the
All
voters than a continuance of an efIN
price advances In finished steel and
Phone' Vegas 205 and we will call for your cleaning and pressing,
Iron were announced by several of
fort to wreck the party. The doors
the leading Independents, with a likeof the fold open inward as well as
work done with experienced help and modern machinery.
lihood of a similar action by the steel
outward for all true republicans.
TH
corporation. United States Steel
AN ARMY CHANGE
and allied shares were resultantly
strong, but less than some of the
Washington, June 26. The Fourth
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standard railway shares, notably the
cavalry, under command of Colonel E.
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Z. Steever, now on patrol along the
coalers. Bonds were steady.
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N Mr
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The man who doe the
weighing, tbe measuring
the man who knows how
end why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
mdtnent
lost sight of for
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
tore is faultless from any '
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure If we All your
prescription.

PITERS

DRUG CO.

Phone Main

i

I

personals

Fireproof paper dtroratlouB, summers, flags, etc. A. P. Moran.
J. D. Cavanaugh of this city was In
Santa Fe yesterday, on land office
business,
W. C. Reiser, a Santa Fe official
of Topeka, came In this afternoon
from the norta.
L. J. Chapman, a traveling man or
Trinidad, came In this afternoon from
Colorado on business.
M. A. Ross of Albuquerque came In
last night front Mb home and was here
today on business.
E. B. Roeder arrived last evening
from Albuquerque on a short business
trip' to Las Vegas.
Colonel R. ) E. Twitchell, assistant
Santa Fe solicitor, was in Santa Fe

equipped Just now for a long contest.
But I'm not banking on his being anything but good. I think he U good,
but if ha isn't, he's In for the trimming of his life.
"Maybe I'll be licked, as was before,
but I'll lay you a little bet right now
that that champion will look mighty
Fighting Fireman Says He Will Make Johnson Carry the Fight to surprised and worried at several difDim, Which Will Make the Dinge Change His Regular Ring ferent stages of the game."
If Flynn carries, out his
0
Style Puebloan Asserts He Can Hit Harder and Straighter standing off and waiting for plan
Johnson
Than Ever and Is in the Best of ConditionExperts Concede to make an offensive move it la apt
Him to Be a Remarkably Active, Husky and Determined to be, Just as Flynn says, a mighty
slow fight during the early stages.

FOUR REASONS GIVEN BY FLYN

VIIY HE SHOULD SHOW UP WELL

The EveriU "30"
The Car For Service

Young Man.

But whether the hot headed and
blooded Flynn, entering
the
'
(By Ed. W. Smith)
ring with the best intention in the
world of carrying out such a camJim Flyun came into the city last ever before. I can tell that. by the
paign, can actually go through with
For ordinary everyday nse, week after week1, and month after
in
move
I
which
with
around
easr
my
and
to
evening for a look about
It especially If he finds himself In
month, no motor car at any price will give, you more faithful or
shake hands with some friends who boxing bouts.
trouble, is matter that only the fight
enduring service than an Everltt "30" at $1,250.
arrived during the day to remain for
"Only lately I have learned the itself can
prove.
It has thji power, the speed, the roominess1 and the comfort
the contest next' week with Jack knack of getting in close and hitting
A
close
of
in
his
you need. It is bis enough but not too bit'- - It is as simple
that
study
dally
Flynn
Johnson.
straight, especially for the body. By
workouts with his partner
demonas
yesterday on road business.
good car can be, ,It will stay in ordeitnd keep running
any
I
use
I
mean
con
don't
that
In
that
rushing
the
of
one
the lapses
During
"
strates
one
He
Manuel U. Vigil, district attorney of
most trying .conditions. And it can be operated
has
the
y yourunder
amply.
thing
the tactics at all. I glide in close and as
versational fire that besieged
been practicing a wrist, forearm and
Bernalillo county; was a vlisfor In Las
"automobile
cost
the
usual
of
fraction
at
self
a
upkeep
I'm
a
clinch
I
in
never
felt
man
him
he
fight
always
I
asked
Pueblo
why
This last point U especially interesting. Its truth can be readVegas yesterday afternoon and today. so confident of whipping the cham prepared to land heavy wallops to the elbow guard for an uppercut off eith
in
side with a gdal of patience and
er,
W. Hill of Wichita, Kan., tame
The car will average 18 miles to tfir fiaSba of
demonstrated.
ily
body.
pion.
his helpers believe he has formed an
fuel. The tires art unusually large, and therefore,
yesterday from his home. He will be
Now
whole
to
a
used
"I
lot
reeled
Without
swing
any hesitancy Flynn
admirable defense for an attack of
sn v
You need no chauffeur any member of yonr family can dJ
employed in the local Santa Fe ofUces
off four reasons that he figured to be I'm using the straight punches and this kind the favorite
Johnin
Miss "Mildred Browne returned last
the
i
..:
"f
30."
"Everltt
'
'.'
ones. He Is banking heavl books altogether.
son curriculum. Jim has massive
evening on train No. 9 from a visit very good
Why should yon pay aa extravagant prlc for any automobile,
each of them. Here they are
on
I've
made
than
"Further
my arms and shoulders and the method
ly
up
this,
with friends and relatives In Kansas
when
you can get all the real advantages of the costliest In the
In
doled
them
comes
to
he
order
the
tabulated
mind that unless Johnson
of handling th,
Vof hay
City.
at so reasonable a figure? Think it over," and let us
"
"Thirty''
out:
me and makes some of the pace that and oats that he
slugs dally indicates
John Pugh came In yesterday from
how you the car.
1. I'm bigger and stronger and fast it is apt to toe a slow fight for a few
that his strength Is prodigious.
his farm east of Wagon Moundk and
'
'
f" v
er than ever before.
rounds. I'm going to fight him cau
will be a visitor in Las Vegas, sev.eral
Whether it Is the kind of skilled
II-- F,
2. I know how to hit straight now; tiously without rushing in and in that
&
days.
strength that will prevail gainst the
I didn't before.
way I hope to neutralize his style of colored master or not
F. E. Wood, a Santa Fe switchman
Las Vegas, N. M '
AGENTS
STATE
is
Wanted
another
ques
3. I wijl make Johnson come to me standing off and waiting for an op
has resigned and left this afternoon
tion that only the fight can answer.
to whale away at him,
for La Junta, where he expects, to re fighting cautiously and thus neutral- ponent
'Tis better to have the skill of a Mc"Yes, I'll admit that Johnson is one Coy than the heavy but unskilled
izing the Johnson method of milling.
enter the employ of the road.
4. I'm fit now to go 100 rounds at of the greatest sharpshooters in the
Mrs. Eugeco Miller ana son of Los
strength of a Morris In an emergency
ring today. He's about the most ac of this sort Flynn is fairly skillful,
Angeles' are expected to arrive In any clip he may fancy.
You will notice, perhaps, that Flynn curate hiter X ever faced but he al but, of course, he won't appear to be
Las Vegas this evening on the ChiInclude to me the much mooted ways hits on the defense.' He seldom much when the master in the other
didn't
of
cago Limited. They will be guests
Mr. and Mrs, Adin H. Wbltmore for question of his opponent's condition. leads. Now, he's champion and un comer gets to displaying his wares In
several weeks,
Generally It Is inserted in conversa- less he leads at me somebody's go- this line.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, president of tion here relative to the result of tho ing to be hissed in his fight, at least
There will be three sets of gloves
the San Miguel- National bank, re
at the ringside July 4 for use in the
turned last evening from Chicago
big contest Johnson has ordered
where be had been In attendance at
two Bets from a Chicago
sporting
'"'
the republican national conveUon,
goods firm and one of these will "be
a
delegate from New
having been
the set that the contest will be start'
THIS
Mexico. ,: ,
4
ed with, in all robablllty, if they
Tllden Hoskins, who has been In
come up to standard. They are made
Las Vegas for the past week visiting
to the measure of the hands of both
at the home of his father, D. T. Hos
men and should be found perfect
kins, left this afternoon for St. Louis,
Manager Cufley of the Flynn camp
AND
Mr. Hoskins Is employed by the Ma
also has ordered a new set to the
$3.90
as
a
salesman
CASH
jestic Range company
sarnie measurements from a San Fran
JACK JOHNSON,
In Missouri.
cisco glove maker of repute and
KKQULAR KeTAiL VALUK, 1S.OO
these may be used if they are found
July Fourth decorations, for home
nod onr
Wo pnrrhMfd several carloadi of this beautiful dlnner-mrnrn
purchase enabled the maDUfaotarer to wive as a eiclofve design
or business places. A. P. iforan.
superior to the Chicago artlole.
ftDd ft very loir prloe. We ere charging part of tbe coat to "adrertiHing
THE
of tbe
f
expense." and aonly ask yon to pay a percentage of tbe antnal c
A. H. Officer, secretary of tho St.
set.
At any rate, should a glove burst or
"Cosmos" design and cannot
It Is of beautiful
doplleated la
(14 In any reuui china store. It la ffoarattteo'i by both
aaallty for less than
Louis, .Rocky Mountain & Pacific railbe cut or come off there will be plen
and ourselves.
There Is a coupon In every sack of LARABEB'8 Floor. Seniles Ave
coo pone and $3.90 in cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we will .
road, and F. M. Williams, general
ty of substlttues so that the battle
send yon one of these beautiful seta by freight. Address coupons and re- WORLD'S
mitrance to Tbe China Department of the Larabee Flonr Mills Company,
will not be delayed In the least.
freight and; passenger agent of the
fie sure to write your name and address
x
Hutchinson, Kaneaa.
The coupons tn LAKABEE'S Flour are also rood for RoKera plainly.:
road, came In last night from their
Silverware
Several of the new arrivals among
vuu wmci vtuuuuie yrvuiiuuisaa
lur utwunpuve Circular.
headquarters in Raton and were her
the newspaper experts took their first
Is
"Mighty-Goo'
that
EMPRESS,
you know,
today on business.
peeks at Flynn yesterday afternoon
Hour that makes Baking a Delight
CHAMPION
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Simon of Denand his workout brought out a chorus
ver, who have been visitors' in Las
roe
,
of laudations. There are now about
SALE
Vegas for the past fen days', left this
20 of the biggest newspapers of the
BY
Trv a Sack You'll Like it.
morning on the California limited for HEAVYWEIGHT
country represented here along with
Ocean Park, Calif., where they will
two of the big news bureaus, both of
spend several weeks. Mrs. Simon is
which have photographers on the handed out to the newspaper corres- quiet, gentlemanly fellow and as for
of this
the sister of Maurice Bendix
grounds, and there Isn't a dissenting pondents. '
Johnson nobody could improve much
pugilist,
city.
voice on his actual condition.
"I've been with these boys and the on his demeanor during all of the
Harry
M. Herzstein and son arrive I yesSharpe, the St. Louis critic and refe- fighters for some little time now and trouble we have had here. I was asterday afternoon from their home In
ree, looked him over closely today want to say that a better behaved, tonished first and then highly gratiPhiladelphia, and are visiting at the
and said he was amazed at the shape more mannerly lot I've never seen," fied. I hope this won't be the last
home of Mrs. Goldsmith, Mr. Herzs- into which Flynn- - had tieaten himself he said. "This Is the first time I've time we all me,et for this
purpose."
Mr. Herzstein
teln's mother-in-law- .
and while frankly saying that he ex- been 'In the game and I. certainly
Already the town Is beginning to
was formerly a resident of Claycon
o
pected a
fight when he came hope It won't be the last. I hope
the Nevada scene of the last
and has extensive business Interests
here, he now figures that Flynn will glove contests will .continue to. flour big fistic encounter for the heavy"
. ".
here.
give Jack a royal struggle and one ish in our state, bached up by a law weight title. Tenta and street-stand- s
William R. Tipton, Jr., son of Dr.
well worth the trip here from any- governing the sport ... .,
for the vending of all 'ihe usual stuff
and Mrs. W. B Tipton, has left South
DEFEND
where.
"Tush on this talk about the brutal like hamburger sandwiches, the feshe
Bend, Ind., for Philadelphia where
The workout yesterday' generally prize fighter. I've found Jim Flynn a tive heated "dog,", souvenirs of the
summer school at the
will attend
was commended as one of the stlffes't
city, state and the occasion "and tike
" of
Pennsylvania. Mr.
University
ever taken by a fighter. Though Jim
articles are springing, up everywhere
HIS
Tipton has been studying archlteo
went only five rounds with Al Wiland the meadow cities are being ban- ture at Notre Dame University during
;
work
Wilwas
his
liams
so
fast
that
I
7
1
the past year.1
liams several times was on the point
But alas and alack, not
J
i
Local- view post cards at Schaefer's.
TITLE :
of calling a halt. At the finish Jim
a wheel ia turning in the gambling
3i" subjects. Always something new.
line. Mayor Taupert's order that evweighed 192 pounds and was scarce BUY BLANKETS
P. J. McCldre of Denver, prominent
en the more or less innocent P. G.
ly taking a long breath. Flynn ac
colored newspaper man of Colorado,
have been observed
be squelched
complished 12 miles on the. road in
HERE
arrived last night and will remain
the morning as usual.
to the letter and the card playBIG
AID
SAVE
MONEY
strictly
here until after the Flynn Johnson
ers are standing about wondering
Johnson also did his dally quota of
bout. Mr. McClure was instrumental
what is to be the next move. But the
road work, not one foot of the cusJULY 4,
in organizing a special train of ne
I
rooms are all tightly closed and not
route being cut out
tomary
,
He
bout.
attend
the
to
says
groes
even a lonesome game of solltarle is
In the afternoon the champion went
Even if you will have to lay them tolerated. It's'
there will be fully four carloads of
nine rounds In all, five with Marty
going to be a clean
colored folk here from Denver. Mr,
and four with Calvin Respress, away until" winter. It will pay you to town, all right.
Cutler
AGAINST
)
McClure Is connected with the Den
who has returned to form a gain after take advantage of these low "Out of
Season" prices.
ver Independent.
resting up his tired ribs. The chamworked
all
fast
and
hard
the way
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
pion
4Sc for 75c Double Cotton Blankets.
JIM FLYNN
... ".
' Kansas City, Mo., June 26. Cattle
The game Between the Las Vegas
through and afterhis rubdown the
75c for the IT.00 larger size double
scales showed him to be at 216 pounds
Maroons and the Raton, Rocky Moun' ,
including 1,500,
Receipts 6,000,
, , ,
Cotton Blankets. , .
with but tour morelo take oft before ...
tain league team, scheduled fof tomor,
'J ft
southerns. Market steady to 10 cents
contest.
the
the
1,
off.
The
of
row afternoon has been called
day
u-I $1.00 for the. 11-.r.
heavy double Cot- lower.
Native steers $6.509.40;
Gate City club, howeverwill be here battle. "If Johnson is in the shape in the early stages of it Perhaps he
Following the governor's statement ton $1,25 Blankets.
southern steers. $4.758.50; southern
is
conon Friday afternoon. It
probable he was at Reno, etc.," the same bod may outgeneral me In this respect but of the night before making the
cows and heifers $3.505? 5. 50; native
$l.So for the 11-- extra heavy double
that for the Friday' game the mer- ing ill for Flynn.
I don't think he will. As 1 said before, test safe from interference a flood of
cows and heifers $3.608.90; stock-er- s
Blankets..'"
chants will close their stores from 3
"As a matter of fact I'm not figuring he's champion and they'll be hissing orders for seats" all but swamped the $2.00 Cotton
and feeders $4.507.25; bulls
o'clock that the attendance at this on what condition he is in at all," said him, not me. That's apt to sting his club office yesterday and last night.
$1.80 for tbe $2.50 wool finish $2.50 $4.008.0O; western
steers $5.50
deto
4..
be
contest may
large enough
Flynn. "For the sate of making my pride, isn't it? A champion fighter presaging a tremendous house July
Blankets.
9.00; western cows $3.506.50.
fray the expenses of the visiting team victory all the more pronounced and ought to fight, what? He oughtn't to Santa Fe officials report that reserva
market 5
Hogs Receipts 10,000;
Raton and Las Vegag are old time riv- clean cut I'm hoping that he won't be afraid to
$2.65 fr the $3.50 woo blankets 11-a little part of the tions .for Pullmans have in many cas10 cents
lower. Bulk of sales
to
size In grays and tans.
als in baseball, but have not met this have any excuses on the matter of pace, had he? That's. the point I es been doubled.
$7.407.55; heavy $7.607.60; .packOne' sample of this is Colorado
season and the fans of this city are condition. But, good or not, I feel that rushed before and was harpooned. You
off on all other1 Blaakets and ers and butchers $7.407.55; lights
S.
S.
where
Stewart
anxious to see them ."mix."
me
much
this
him
notice
time.
already
Springs,
won't
can
trim
this
I
rushing
Comforts for this week ONLY,
$7.307.50; pigs $6.006,75.
has a party of 200 booked, this being
'I'm going into the ring weighing time.
market
6,000;
Sheep Receipts
double
he
more
what
than
I
am
190
expected.
condition
"In
of
ounces
prefew
a
within
my present
pounds
Charles E. Doll, better known as
6 cents
to
Muttons
steady
higher.
and
Pueblo
that
Both
Denver
report
will be the pared to go lOO rounds as well as I
"Duffy, the pride of Vegas," has an and every atom of it
$3.505.00; lambs $G.508.65; range
crowd will be much heavier than
nounced that he will accept the chal toughest kind of good' fighting mate- am ten. I've tested myself. Twelve the
wethers and yearlings $4.00 6.00;
as tough as a wedge miles on the road every morning; expected.
lenge of Robert Farrington of Albu rial, too. I'm
range ewes $3.00 4.25.
hands
whose
sin50
into
a
minutes
never
in
the
Mayor
Taupert,
less
to
haven't
than
head
got
heels,
in a wrestling from
querque to engage
The bout between Doll and gle spot on me that hasn't been thor- gymnasium every day for seven weeks Governor McDonald has placed the
match.
know that the now why shouldn't I be at the top of big battle and the safety of the people
Opposite the V. M. C A.'
Farrington likely will be staged as a oughly conditioned, and
LOST Large diamond,
unset. ' Reenthusiastic
was
of
Las
a
today
The longer I stick the
Vegas,
my game?
added weight hasn't slowed be up
l
preliminary to the
turn
to
he'
office.
$50 reward.
Optic
bit To be truthful, I'm faster than worse it will be for him, for he isn't over the sport in a neat little talk
,
match on July 3.
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NO NECESSITY
FOR REDUCTION
Always inquire of us
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fore - buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the . low- r"
est for the highest class of
ready-to-we-
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goods,

Dry

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.

Hoffman & Graubarth
(The Popular Priced Store)

Phone Main 104.
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Sub-Agen-

Garage Co.,
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour

V
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FRYE'S HOTEL
as?

Wagon Mound,

New. Mexico

40 miles north of Las Vegas

On Ocean to Ocean Road

I
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Cafe Be Luxe I
REGULAR DINNER

25o
'

SUNDAY DINNER

35o
Finest

A La Carte Bill in

BARNES & RUSH,

the State
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Rates $3.00 Per Day
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OLD RIPY WHISKEY
COOES

GOLDEN BEER ON

-- DRAUGHT All

Brands of Bottled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited
Phone Vegas 133 for '
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.
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THE

ROSENTHAL
'

AVE.
5i5 DOUGLAS Luck
Come and Try Your

Roller-Demetre-

a

SIX

HERO

CAMERA

BUSINESS

. ,

..DIRECTORY

Notice Is hereby given to whom 't
concern that the following de
III
may
Act
Reward
for
an
Films
Spoiled
scribed estray animal was taken cp by
That Deserved Better Things
of Fortune.
J. N. Hughes, Venus. N. M.
One dark bay, spot in
,
The slave of the camera was dozing forehead,
stallion, 675 lbs., 13V4 hands
In the smoking car when a half dozen
high, 3 years old.
shots rang out In the night air.
Branded
slackened.
were
There
The train
On left hip
more shots.
"Train robbers!" shrieked a pallid
Said animal being unknown to this
passenger as be crawled under the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
seat.
before July 12, 1912, said date belnj
The camera man grasped bis black 10
days after last appearance of this
to
the
box and tripod, and, running
car platform, sprang oft Into the dark- advertisement, said estray will be sold
ness.
by this Board for the benefit of the
The robbers, most of them, were owner when found.
grouped about the express car. There
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
was much money In the express safe.
Albuquerque, N. .M.
over
not
said
$17, but
The company
Any- 1st pub. June 1, last pub. July 2, '12.
It must have been thousands.
way, the robbers were determined to
get It, whatever It was. They had
Estray Advertisement
done a lot of wild shooting and sevNotice is hereby given to whom it
eral persons had been hurt. Now may concern that the following dethey had shoved a stick of dynamite scribed estray animal was taken ud by
into the car and were Just about to E. B.
Deschamps, Bueyeros, N. M.
Ignite the fuse.
'
Suddenly a blinding glare filled the
jOne spotted cow, 8 years.
Branded
air with dazzling fire.
L"7U
With a wild shriek the robbers fled
Od left ribs .
to the woods.
Said animal being unknown to this
The flashlight of the camera man
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
had saved the train.
When they found him he. wai before July 12, 1912, said date being
crouched before a train hand's lan- 10 days after last appearance of. this
tern, weeping bitterly.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
"Something went wrong with the by this Board for the benefit of the
dum thing," he moaned. "The film's owner when found.
spoiled!"
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
,
To-wl-

THOMAS J. MORTIMER
EXPERTSEDE REPAIRING

til QJ
'MRS.zn. fu:it, Prc.

C Ml Til A

L

Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
Vast Las Vegas, N. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

jj

To-wi- t:

M EIF.HU

Popietor
4!S,Cfa?ii. Ave
Main 447

'"'

Estray Advertisement

TRAIN

SAVED

tH

e

Baiiery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

'

A. II. Lorenzcn

IN-H-

N. M.
2, '12.

;

T
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IUE

LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND

SHORT ORDERS AND RECULA

THE

BEST

GOODS

OBTAINABLE

CAFE

DINNIRI

ALWAYS

HANDLRL

To-wi- t:

800 lbs.,

xrana6a

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

m mi

LJ

On J,eft hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

I

Jtejseeer.
COLUMN

i

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERAlbuquerque, N. M.
TISEMENTS
1st pub.June 21, last, pub. July 2, '12.
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estray Advertisement
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
Notice is hereby given to whom It No ad to occupy less
epaoe than two
may concern that the following de- line. All
advertle mente charged
scribed estray animal was taken np by will be booked at space
actually set,
W.
Curry, Montoya, N. M.
without regard to number of words.
One Iron gray horse 4 or Cash In advance
preferred.

t.

To-wi- t:

years, black mane and tall.
Branded
I
On left hip
Branded
On left Jaw
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July s 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
5
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CHAPMAN

LOO

CI

t, A. F. A
ftocniar communication first and
third Thursday ta smi
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited
K

N. O. Hsnnan,
Secretary.

NO.

DORADO
LODGE
NO.
i.
OF
KNIGHTS
PYTHIAS Meet
very Monday rre
ulng In Castle Hall
vuiunn Knights are
invited.
cordially
I'bas. E Llebsc

EL

.

W.U;aR.

Murray,

nler. Chan

cello

Commander.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
RI-ula-r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ooooUvs) seasmd T-fay 10 ach moath 4 lfsr
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
Boucher, & C; Che. Tamme, R
oorder.

Hairy
Martin, Keeper, n4
Records and Seal

J

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No,
ARCH MASONS Beplar

t,

ROYAL

B.

P. O. ELKS Meets, second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially Invited. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler.
D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

convoca
tion trst Monday In eacb
month at Masonie Tem-

ATTOUNICY!

HUNKER A HUNKER
ple, at T:Jt) p. in. M. R, Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Huns
WUUama, H. P.; 1". O.
Attorneye at Law. ,
Blood, Secretary.
Las Vegas.
New Mexw
OPTIC'S

NUMBER, MAIN 2.

RANSFORD CHAPTER

8

HU

NO.

t,

PHYSICIANS

O. E.

first and third rridays in
MaaoaU Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; Jams O. Rutledge

FOR HIS WRONGDOING

1st pub.' June 21,

last

pub. July

for &aio

To-wl- t:

eavy

Hardware andjQ

To-wl- t:

Material

Wag-o-

Albuquerque,

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
Wm. H. Harris, Jr., Gladstone, N. M.
One black mare, 8 years,

DR. H. W. HOUF,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Residence 1016 Fifth St.
Office 506
Grand Avenue
Albuquerque, N. M.
, Worthy Patron; lira. George Trips,
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Helped to Keep Down Expenses
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HOUSE AND 6IGN PAINTING
'

Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Old Town
"West Side Plaza

....

ADV. CO

"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"
SIGNS FOR YOUR
OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY
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4
Window Display Cardk
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1202 National Ave
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ANT Ads
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Don't you sort or envy that hear
this hot weather." He looks cool and
comfortable, doesn't he? You would
feel a good deal cooler If you were
to use our Ice. It's pure and cooling
and Just the thing for lemonades,
loed drinks, Ice cream, etc. Say, better order some from us today. Ton
can't buy it any cheaper, nor near as
pure and wholesome.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227
It Is now well Known that not more
one case of rheumatism in ten
Tequlres any Internal treatment-whateveAll that is needed Is a free ap
plication of Chamberlain's Linimeui
and massaging the parts at each application. Try it and see how quickly it will relieve the pain and soreness. Sold by all dealers.
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Prominent among the participants
girl, who Is studying grand opera
Jean de Reszke, was next introduce!: from the L'nlted States are I r. Her
"All ready!" said Professor Villanl. bert Putnam, librarian of congress; Dr.
Miss Roeder and Signor Moutefino George E. Vincent, president of the
went on the stage; the pianist playeJ University of Minnesota; Carl 11.
secretary of the Indiana library
from Jhe first act of "Traviata" ano
the performance began. It was oil commission; Carl B. Roden, of ths
'Walter L.
veryq interesting. Miss Roeder sang Chicago public libary;
of
Buffalo
the
Brown,
tenoi
public library,
of Violette and the
York. He is probably better suited the part
Miss Tessa L. Kelso of New
and
Alfredo.
of
bethat
for that part than for any other
York.
cause of his great height and corporabariLIBRARIANS MEET AT OTTAWA
tion. Amato, the greatest of all
When your child Has whooping
IS WHY SO MANY ARE asked.
THAT
was
mere
at ! tones, was my pupil,
hoHt
Hri
thn
pa
June 26. The Ameri-cal- cough be careful to keep the cough
iminsn
IN
GRAND
Ont,
Ottawa,
MAKING GOOD
overa
dents I have," he replied. "They work helm the tenor of the Vienna
Library association Informally loose and expectoration easy byasglTlnj
OPERA
may
annual conven-tio- Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
harder than other girls. They seem house; Mme. Alexandrowlct: Guarda- began its thirty-fourtbe required. This remedy will also
neara
nc
the
whom
in
you
You
more
seeibassl,
readllyj
here today, the meeting being
Paris, June 26. "American students to "catch on'
liquify the tough mucus and make it
of the Opera Coml-que- ; first the association has held in Can- easier
to expectorate. It has bean us
of grand opera are the most enth'i-siasti- c them come here from great distance Marco, the tenor
Is
Areson, another tenor, who
ada since 1900. The association has ed successfully In many epidemics and
of all foreigners who come to with a determination to make good.
tfie great
liIs safe and sure. For sal 9 by all
nearly l,00 members, including
Paris to learn how to act their parts English students do not, as a rule, ex now singing in Milan; Didur,
.r-.
IT, .
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me
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of
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buuii
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Miss Tem- last
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too
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but
other
.state
libraries;
Germans
slasm.
law
stiff,
lopera
medical,
the
make
ANCIENT DOCUMENTS.
study of an opera. They
now singing in isapies, asistants of libraries, library trustees,
finest actresses In the world. That must say that when you do find a real pie. a soprano,
N. Y., June 26. In conClyde.
Landl
Miss
publishers, booksellers and friends of structing the Barge canal a trunk full
has been my experience In the the artist among the Germans you find a Charlotte Lund, soprano; now
engaged libraries in
a dramatic soprano,
general. About 1,500 mem
many years I have taught mise an star. The French don't seem to care. gard,
vfcl'.!able old documents has been
London; Agnes bers are here to participate in the of
in
at
Covent
Garden,
own
They
ah,
my
countrymen!
But,
scene here."
discovered.
Among ths documents
now sing
The speaker was Professor Robert are natural born actors and actresses. Hanick, a dramatic sopranoin Como; meeting.
are two genuine George Washington
house
"Step this way and I will show you ing, at the Opera
Today waa devoted principally to
Villanl, one of the best known acting
dramatic soprano t.h a retention of. the visitors. The Ini j signatures to furloughs granted sol
teachers In Europe, and an old friend the little theater where I turn out the Mme. De Lerma, the
an old
Madrid; Odette tial business session will be held to- diers during the revolution;
of Jean de Reszke, who la conduct- great actors in grand opera. You of the Royal opera atlyj-lJohn
account
book
of
the
original
of
soprano
to sing your Lje( Fbntenay, the
morrow morning, when Mrs. H. L.
ing an operatic school here. Villanl muet be able not only
of
record
a
Jacob
and
partial
Astor,
whom
of Buffalo, the first woman
and de Reszke have sung together in part lp an opera to perfection, but Covent Garden; Wlel, the tenor, Sem-backNew
through
act- New Yorkere heard recently;
to be honored with the presidency of Lafayette's ojurney
many opera houses in both Europe you must also be perfect in your
who sings at the the association, will deliver her an York state after the war. There, are
a
also
tenor,
how
matter
no
fine
Without
that,
ing.
a
is
Villanl
America.
and in South
in Dresden; Mis nual address. At the subsequent ses- also a number of old deeds dating
baritone. Jean de Reszke, aa a tenor and true a voice you may possess Royar opera bouse
dramatic
soprano of sions all phases of library work will back to a time before public record
Is well known to the patrons of the you can never expect to become an Aurora Marcla,
and here be discussed. The papers, addresses was made of such papers. DupHcaee
onera
Parln
house;
the
star."
actual
Metropolitan opera, house In New
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who
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ly around the subject
Professor. Villanl was horn in Naas first lyrlo tenor at the opera hou.se tunity afforded y the public library as torn apart, and their genuineness was
ples, but he "sprka French like a na- further end Is a small stage running
irclear across the studio. At one side in Hamburg."
an open door for information and cul- afterward proved by matching the
tive, and also some English.
edges.
regular
A few chairs face
the
Signor Montefino, who spoke to the ture.
"Yes," said Professor Villanl, "I pre- is a piano.
,
Among the tracts of land acquired
The program will partake of the inpare most of Jean de Resze's" TupUs stage. The light comes from Immense maestro in Italian only, promptly
was
a small lot on the edge of the
for the operatlo stage. It Is a pleas windows, much as are found here in dropped his Italian and in good Eng ternational nature of the meeting, one
Montezuma
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to
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In
over
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all
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wholly
lish (American style)
session being given
ure to teach a great singer, and nearshack belonging to
"I am so glad to meet some one presentation of Canadian topics by a litele
ly all those who come to me from the of the stage was a table, with three
a
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hunter
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two
were
these
from
it.
There
around
chairs
Canadian
from America, and especially
speakers. Among
great Jean are excellent singers. It
It was originally the
you stay long enough you may hear large arm chairs on either side of the New York. You know my right name speakers will be George E. Foster, was found,
and watch, two American pupils whom stage well toward the front. On the is Felnherg Harry Felnherg and I Canadian minister of trade and com property of Judge Tremper of KingsI expect in a 6hort time. They will table were writing paper and enve- used to live in New York, on the east merce; Professor Andrew McPhall 4 ton, who lived during and Just after
sing and act their respective parts lopes and several goose quills and a side. I turned the name into Italian, McGiU University, James W. Robert the revolutionary war.
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George
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beautiful "Traviata."
conservation,
"You see," remarked the great know,
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'
librarian of the Toronto public libra
Too bad that this opera is not heard maestro, "we have the stage set for with their names."
Old papers for sale. Optic offloe
Miss Frances Roeder, a New Yorn ry.'
very often. The secret of that is that 'Traviata' Wait and you will hear
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have had no regular colorature singer
,ery well.
in more than two yeara.
You stay and you will hear a fine
colorature voice."
How do American students of
grand opera compare with the students of other countries?" he wau
It

GIRLS

AMERICAN

ARE SERIOUS

snips

a

fov

rirst-clus-

s

s

I

and see."
The walls were covered with photo.
nm
graphs 01 songDirus
Villanl has instructed.
"There is the great Sleiak." he said
I taught him how to act Othello, his
maBter role, in which he appeared at
the Metropolitan opera house in New
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NOTES

BASEBALL

4

4

44 444

have to keep hJs hired men on their
toes or the critics will win.

It Is said that five clubs, Brooklyn,
St. Louis, Chicago, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh, are lined up solidly again
st President Lynch of the National
League. The chief count In the In
dictment againt Mr. Lynch Is alleged
poor work In handling his staff ot
'
umpires.
With only two veterans in the reg
Milan and McBride, the
ular line-uWashington Senators have been stand
ing the American league teams on
the! headi. Moeller, Gandll, Foster,
Shanks and Morgnn, the other stellar
members of the Griffith aggregation

to unofficial figures the
Washington team has seven men in
th(9 .300 list of batters.
With the exception of Zimmerman
the Chicago Cubs have not been able
to do much in the batting line.
Catcher Hank Goudy, of the Boston
Nationals, is temporarily out of the
gaiqe nursing an Injured hand.
The Philadelphia Nationals have
landed Pitcher Rlxey, the clever
are youngsters.
southpaw of the University of Vir
team.
baseball
ginia
It begins to look as though the
PREACHER STOPS "TROT."
June 26. The
Pittsburgh Pirates are the real "hope"
Cumberland, Md
to giT battle to the Giants for the sudden appearance of the Rev. WilNational League fabric.
Hicks, rector of
liam Cleveland
The Cleveland Naps have four of Emanuel
Episcopal church, the
the first six men in the honor list church being the most historic in the
of American league betters, and still state, standing:, on the site of North
the Naps are not able to get up among Cumberland,
stopped the "Turkey
j
the contenders.
Trot" last nighi, at the dance at
When the Boston Red Sox visited the Daisy academy,, given by the
Chicago Trie Speaker made six hits, Young Men's Clubo Emanuel parish.
with a total of 10, against 'Ed Walsh
His presence created a sensation.
in the two games the "Big ' Moose" There had been three 'moon" dance
with the 11 --Jits out, and a half dozen
pitched.
It would be tough luck for the SL couples indulged n the "turkey trot".
Louis fans to have two teams in the
Wbenthe next dance, with, thoas
cellar at the same time, so it is up to lights 6n was started rnd the "trot-wminister
Roger Bresnahan to keep his Cardinagain executed, the
als hanging on the ladder.
to
stop.
the orchestra
Detroit and Chicago fell down badHen he addressed the astonished
ly on their home grounds against the
w,v.w
tt. said he was "shocKeo.
could
Eastern teams. The Tigers won six
wnin, o 'ndlRiiiner
connected
of the sixteen games played and the
go on in any organization
White Sox copped only five out of six with his church. He said he could
it
teen games
not call the dance by name, that
proceedThey may say that Eddie Plank
The
dancing
"vile."
was so
going back, but wnen me veteian ed but there was no more "turkey
can
win
Athletics
efght trot."
pitcher of the
out of nine games as he has donef tbi8
season, mere "saying" doesn t count
for1 much.
There is no real need or W0"
with constipation. Chamcritics
of
the
Some
predictIj the Ing troubled
will
Tablets
berlain's
first of the season that the fcndn
without
able movement of the bowels them a
and
would
curl
up
nati Reds
wither any unpleasant effect Give
about July 4, and Hank O'Dily w
trial. For sale by all dealers.
According
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To your friends back home, until after the Fourth of July.
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It contains the latest news

from the Flynn and

Johnson camps and your acquiantances will want to read it, because

66 LAY
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ERYB0BY! DOING IT"

Have the paper started with tomorrow night's issue. If you are going on a vacation trip
this,summer let The Optic follow yOu. Subscription price by mail is.50 cents a month.
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LOCAL NEWS

And what can be more so

Bacliarach'

DRINKS

REFRESHING

than

We havtnade up a choice blend of tea forthis purpose and
can urge its use not only for its excellency but also for its economy.
?;:ii.

IE

pourjD

White Kitchen, directly opposite
Harvey house, home cooking, home
made bread and butter, cleanliness.
good service. Gug Lehniann, proprie
tor.
The Ladles' Baptist Aid society will
meet with Mrs. Upton Hayes,, 827
Fourth street, Thursday at 2 o'clock
p. m.

& MARX

CLOTHES
t.

ii

.

;,

LUDWIQ Wm. ILFELD

"TflC STOR.E THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

"Supreme in

BRIDGE STREET

A Spanish dance will be given at
Rosenthal hall tonight

No. 4135-Is a new 13 button tan
The Lady of the Lake, a niagnlH-cen- t
shoe for women, just received at
of Sir
animated conception
Hedgcock's. Ask to see this beautiful Walter Scott's world famous poera.
design In footwear.
The Browne tonight. Admission 10

r o GROCER.
i' if i c
THE CASH
i

SCHAFFH ER

a

Finch's Golden Wedding Rja, aged
la the wood. Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of court.

TI77

.

for 'flags and bunting.

arum of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Par.
Trjr

IDEAL BEVERAGE

TEA-TI- IE

I--

HART

3

r. "

ICED

McCORllICK MOWERS AND HINDERS
:

JACK

LYONS

IS

MAROONS' DESI
f

HITTER

and 15 cents.
The members of the Harmony club
will entertain
their husbands and The
city council tonight will hold
friends tomorrow night at the home
. LEADS
THE
its regular meeting In the city hall. fcENTERFIELDER
of Mrs. E. J. Scott, 611 Tenth street
Business of Importance is expected
SQUAD WITH PERCENTAGE
to come up for consideration.
OF. 411
Postmaster P. O. Blood announced
this afternoon that box rent Is due
A large tent that will be used as a
To Jack Lyons, cent,erfielder for the
and must be paid before Saturday check room and cigar stand has been
Maroons, goes the honor for leading
night Otherwise no mall will be erected on the Castaneda noiei the team in betting during the first
placed In delinquent boxes on Sunday grounds facing the station platform. month of
play. . Prom May 18 to Juue
morning.
Shelves are being put In and accom- 18, Lyons participated In 14 games
modations will be made" for . 3,000 and hit at the rate of .411. Kirklanl,
An early arrival of
pieces. Tents are being erected la Mclntyre, Clark, Buckles and Ellis are
lunch close behind
shoes for women. Button and lace. many parts of the city and
Lyons In the percentage
Tan, patent and gun metal. Latest In counters, shooting galleries an sucn column. The team batting average
design. Best In quality. Reasonable are being put in . The outdoor lunch for the month is .345.
In price. Hedgcock's.
counter at the Castaneda hotel Is raThe batting records of the players
pidly nearing completion and will for May are as follows:
Don't miss opportunity to' buy a be ready for business when, the crowd
G. AB. H.
Pet.
fine family horse and buggy ' cheap. arrives.
23
56
41t
Lyons
Will, be sold at auction Thursday
4
3
.400
10
Kirkland
morning-a- t
lOVclock, 6n Fountain
,.H 23 21 ,.'.,396
"Kid" Fitzgerald, who Is at pres Mclntyre
22' .379
Square. Must be sold as I am leav- ent member of the Johnson training Clark .............14 58
'
ing the city. G. E. Waterman.
20
.377
53
14
10
Ellis
to
go
scheduled
camp, has been
20
.377
14 53
with
the
rounds
Kongo Kid on Friday Buckles
Typewriters, adding machines, and
8
.347
23
7
Albuin
Shirley
theater
cash registers,' cleaned, repaired or re- evening at the Elks'
.333
17
will be a seml- - Owen .............14 61
bout
The
querque.
built. J. A. d'Orsay, expert repairman
'
.286
42
12
10
Sorensen
the
to. the boxing exhibition,
will be in the city for ten days and wlpd-u14
.280
13 50
is a match be- Lockhart
which
event
of
main
will look after your needs In this lino.
5
.200
8
25
Barr
and Stanley
Recommended by United States gov- tween Lewis Newman
1
4
0
.000
Is a coming box- Stevens
ernment, Underwood Typewriter com- Yoakum. Fitzgerald
-- .000
0
Murphy
win
come out the
pany, Kansas City Southern railway er and should he
conand others) Phone Vegas 106 or call ner in Friday's contest and he is
480 166 ..345
Totals
will
he
challenge
he
will,
thae
fident
A.
at
P. Moran's curio store, Sixth St
of
the
holder
Benny Chavez, present
, me CiiKB ihbi
uigui jieiu uieir
The Fortnightly club and the young- bantamweight Rocky Mountain re
in the O. R. C. hall. This
meeting
er set of the Las Vegas Commercial gion championship.
morning the lodge's effects were reclub will give a dance tonight in the
moved to the new club house. The
club rooms The dance will be a proA special train for the accommcda;
first meeting in July will occur In
gram affair the first dance commenc- tion' of fight fans who are deslrioun of the new quarters. The work of aring promptly at 9 o'clock. Many of seeing the Pueblo fireman woik out, ranging the furniture has practically
the younger married couples of the will be run to the Montezuma Hot been completed and the lodge will
Commercial club and all of the mem- SDrinss Sunday afternoon.
The s?pe- - open the building Informally in the
bers of the Fortnightly club have sig- cial will leave the Santa Fe depot at near future. The formal opening is
nified their Intention of attending and 2 o'clock and will make the return being arranged for by a "committee
a large and enjoyable affair" is
trip at 4 o'clock. The trip to the can appointed last night and will occur
yon takes 30 minutes, which will give the latter part of July.
'
the fans an hour and a half in which,
Cots and bedding for rent or sale, to attend the afternoon performance
The Lady of the Lake presented
Bacharach's.
of Flynn in the Casino. Large crowds with a cast of unusual excellence
have gone to the Hot Springs on amid the wildest and most beautiful
Sunday afternoons tor the past sever- scenery imaginable. The Browne to.
al weeks, making the trip In automo- night. Admission 10 and 15 cents. '
biles and carriages, hut with a special
train running up the branch all afr
Don't miss opportunity to buy a
tendance reoords will be broken. The fine family horse and buggy cheap.
fare one way Is S cents or 45 cents Will ibe; sold at auction Thursday
a round trip. Kouna inp hciwho win
morning, at 10 o'clock, on Fountain
he sold only ,at the station. No stop
It's really cheaper to send "us
Square.. Must be sold as I am leav
will be made for passengers at the
' all the big, heavy flat pieces
;
ing the city. G. Ev Waterman.
:
f West Bide.bridge on
J( ,
In your family washing "and
have us wash and Iron them,
and then do the few remaln- A demonstration of RexaJl goods by
a marvelous mechanical dummy, reing pieces at home yourself,
ceived today from the Rexall factory,
than to bother with a washer-- t
woman.
was scheduled to occur this afternoon fojetween the hours of 4 and 5
Our charge for this service too'clock In the window of the Murphey
tals but little for the entire lot
:';t. of sheets,
tablecloths, towels,
drug store. The demonstration will
be repeated tonight at 8 o'clock, and
i napkins, handkerchiefs, etc.
possibly tomorrow afternoon. The
,. These articles are washed wonour
white
clean
and
dummy that will do all of the demonby
derfully
strating Is said to be a wonderful ma
process, and are ironed with a
chine, built at the cost of $3,000. How
, fine finish.
ever; there is much speculation as to
!;,;Take advantage of the service.
whether this machine will be a "dirnv
my" or not, as some' of the tales that
ard beine circulated regarding tne
work of the mechanism sound fishy:
The dummy has created a big sensa
tion in cities all ov,er the country,
through window demonstrations, but
has""always remained U mystery, v the
crowds who have witnessed it being
617 Dought Are
Phone Main 61
unable to make up their minds at to
. There's a Reason
whether it Is a dummy or a man.
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HURRAH FOR

ft'?.

t

'til

IE

FOURTH OF

0)

Tail-

oring, Value, Fit,
Fabric and Style,
in fact the H. S.
and M. mark of
excellence stands
for everything you
should demand in
a suit This Same
Par Excellence is
Manifest in every
make of suit we
handle. Dont fail
to look us over.

GREEN BERG ER
PUT THIS CHAIR
ON YOUR PORCH

,

No one can be

Patriotic without

......,.;

FIRE VVORKS
We call your attention" to. our window It is
full of things to help rnake you remember THE
$th OF ALL. OTHEkS, Order early.
A

J. hf. STEARNS

p

26

I

-

We

have on hand a completl

of

,

'

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
'i '

v

Get our quotations before buying

'

LAS VEQAS LUMBER GO.
Phone Main

.

'This Service

Old Town

150

and-roug-

h

out-doo-

From $3,00 i

i

GROC E'R'

slofclc

The broad rush fibres in it are tough and elastic.
You'll find it fits you as comfortably as if it were padded
to your measure ye it has the coolness you want in summer
' '
'
furniture.
You'll find too that the tough fibres will endure all kinds
of storms
weather, and without special care will last
'
for years, r.....w
It isn't fair to your indoor furniture to put it to the test of
r
chairs
weather. Put out two or three of these good
where they'll be handy to drop into at the end of a tired day
and see how much more pleasure you get out of life.
Only a little to pay.

j.

m

$&.GB

'

jsmjcelj a son
UCENStD AO r NTS FOR

isMwaBN

HQQSlERluTCHBI CABIIIETS

$1,050

FOLLY EQUIPPED

.

AT YOUR D003

Saves Money

L A H D VJ.O O D
SUGABITE

;4

i

NUT

LUMP
.WHOLESALE AND; RETAIL

,,

-

Use Nothing But

FERN DELL

1

!

I

?

i

I

The

Horn's' oi

The Best of EvorylTiiiin Eatable

Weare Receiving a Fresh

of Vegetables
are
Some:
Every Day, The Following
RadistiesT Green Onions
Lettuce
Soup Bunches Asparagus
Parsley
Beets
Turnips f Kohlrabi
Cucumbers''
Cauliflour
Carrots
Peas
Rhubarb
Cabbage
Tomatoes
&
Green
Bians1
Wax
U-i-

n.

;

:

ALSO

FRULTS-cherrie-

California and
APRICOTS

s,

MMexico

Las Vegas Steam

V

LEST YOU FORGET
THE CUT FLOWER

OF FRESH COMB - HONEY

END OF CUR BUSINESS

HAMlfl'

Eo; STOIE

We would like to say that Our.Cut Roses are
Extra Nice at present
51trsief

w
Telephone

or callTand we will have our demonstrator

show you.

Las Veo3s
Phone Main 344.:

.:::i:!)iie 8 Kcliina
Whaled,

&

Co.

Fowler Props

PERRY ONION & SON VeSm
SEEDSMEN

&

4

They Are Pure
s

Sold by

BOUCHER
"The Store of Satisfaction"

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call
upon us. Lrin;( your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Maker of Uncomrron Jewlery.

FLORISTS
332SXS

A."

;J"

59T

,

PRESERVES

GOOSEBERRIES

We Have Received' a Shipment

AT THE GRAAFS

JAM AND

OVERLAND MODEL

